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ACQUISITION REFORM:
IT'S NOT AS EASY

AS IT SEEMS
Mark Cancan

The current acquisition system represents trade-offs among many competing
and often contradictory goals. This article explores the various objectives the
system is designed to achieve, the priorities of different players, the trade-offs
among the priorities, and the prospects of future reform.

he acquisition system is broken and Reinforcing this impression of waste and

needs to be fixed. How many times inefficiency are the continuous public ef-
have officials said this? From the Sec- forts at reform. Over the years commission

retary of Defense, who pledged during his after commission has called for reform
confirmation hearings to "institute innova- (Packard Commission, 1986; et al.). If the
tive management techniques to vigorously problem is so clear, then why is improve-
foster acquisition reform" (U.S. Senate, ment so hard?
1994), to the head of the American Defense The usual answer is that "special inter-
Preparedness Association, who called for ests" and "obstructionist bureaucrats" are
"[acquisition reform that is] so desperately preventing progress. After all, who else
needed by the defense industrial base" would defend an obviously broken system?
(Skibbie, 1993), DoD officials, industry ex- Conscientious, public-spirited people want
ecutives, outside experts, and academics change, while selfish, short-sighted people
voice the same complaint, want to maintain the current corrupt, inef-

This opinion is also shared by the public ficient system.
atlarge. When asked how much waste, fraud, This depiction shows why so little
and abuse there is in the defense budget, 68 progress has been made. In fact, the current
percent in one poll answered "a lot" and an- system is not broken. It is well designed to
other 28 percent answered "some." In an- accomplish the goals that the nation values.
other poll Americans believed by an 87 per- But how can this be when so many people
cent to 10 percent margin that "there is too are critical of the system? The reason is
much waste in defense spending" (Americans simple: different players have different
Talk, etc., 1988; Harris, 1985). goals and priorities. The current system rep-
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resents trade-offs among many competing, finally looks at future reform prospects.
often contradictory goals and, not surpris-
ingly, works imperfectly as a result. 'Acqui-
sition reform" is not a matter of fixing a sys- WHY IS DEFENSE DIFFERENT?

tem that is broken. For each player it is a
matter of wanting to redesign the system to Before going further it is worthwhile re-
favor what they value, minding ourselves why this problem is so

That these trade-offs exist is no secret. hard. Yes, we all know that the defense in-
Both Perry and Colleen Preston, the Assis- dustry is different. However, reviewing the
tant Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for reasons why this is so will put the discus-
Acquisition Reform, have indicated this. sion about reform into perspective and re-
For instance, Perry has stated: "My opinion mind us of how different the defense indus-
is that the level of management control is try actually is from commercial industry
probably appropriate for the acquisition sys- (Fox, 1974):
tem we have. Therefore, we're going to have
to change the system in a fundamental way." 1. There is one buyer-a monopsony-and

Unfortunately, the demands of public hence no true market;
rhetoric today push the discussion towards
fixing the system rather than making trade- 2. For any particular item, there is often
offs. Trade-offs mean that one must give only one or at most a very few sellers;
something up to gain something of greater
value, but public discussions today do not 3. The user's "bottom line" is not financial
allow for talk of sacrifice. Hence, there is but performance. Competition therefore
an inclination to characterize the problem strongly emphasizes performance over
as if the nation could get something for price;
nothing, thereby fixing the problem. These
two approaches collide when an actual re- 4. Major contracts are signed years before
form package has to be proposed. Because actual results are available and therefore
any reform must, in effect, be a trade-off, must be based on estimates of cost,
the losers cry foul and oppose the package. schedule, and performance;
This is what happened with the most recent
administration package. 5. Performance is difficult to judge, and is

This article explores why something that often judged subjectively, except for the
virtually everyone professes to want, acqui- rare occasions when the nation actually
sition reform, is so hard to actually attain, uses military force on a large scale;
The article discusses the different objectives
that the acquisition system is designed to 6. The enterprise operates with public
achieve, the priorities of the different play- funds, the use of which is held to a dif-
ers, the trade-offs among the priorities, and ferent standard than private funds;

When writing this article, Mr. Cancian was a professional staff member in the Office
of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology. Currently he is
the Director of the Land Forces Division, Program Analysis and Evaluation, Office
of the Secretary of Defense. He is a certified member of the Acquisition Workforce
in Program Management. He is also a Colonel in the Marine Corps Reserve.
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7. Decisionmaking power is diffuse, being the means to intervene to correct them;
shared between the executive branch
and the legislative branch (with its many 6. Jointness and Interoperability: Able to be
committees and subcommittees); and, used by more than one service and to

interact with the equipment of other ser-
8. Decisions and operations are conducted vices;

in the open, under great public scrutiny.
7. Industrial Base: Ensuring that the de-

J. Ronald Fox, in his classic study of de- fense industry stays in business and can
fense acquisition, concluded from these produce needed equipment in the future;
characteristics, that "There is no sensible
reason to deny the obvious... The basic te- 8. Fairness and Propriety: Treating all par-
nets of the free enterprise system do not ticipants properly. Because this is a pub-
apply" (Fox, 1974, p. 474). As a result many, lic, very open process, all decisions and
perhaps most, business practices common procedures
in commercial industry for evaluating and must be justi- Because this is a public,
controlling operations have no application fied, not only very open process, all
in the defense world. There are few objec- to the few in- edcisions and proce
tive criteria by which to judge defense ac- volved, but to cdures must be justi-
tivities and outcomes. Mostly these judg- the public and flied...
ments are subjective, based on professional its represen-
knowledge and experience that can be radi- tatives. This goes beyond legality to in-
cally different for different people. clude propriety. Seemingly arbitrary de-

So what are the competing goals that the cisions that may be acceptable in a pri-
system is trying to accomplish? The num- vate context are not acceptable for a
ber of items could be virtually infinite, but public enterprise; and,
the list below is a good start:

9. Socioeconomic: Advancing certain na-
1. Performance (faster, higher, farther): tional goals such as encouraging small

There is always pressure to push the en- businesses, promoting minority- and
velop of technology. Sometimes this is women-owned businesses, strengthening
in response to a particular threat. At unions, and buying U.S. products. These
other times it is a more general desire goals are often regarded as illegitimate
to gain a battlefield advantage against by people inside the system because they
potential opponents; have no direct bearing on national secu-

rity or on acquisition. Indeed, they look
2. Cost Minimizing: Obviously, the less like the workings of powerful special in-

something costs, the more you can buy; terests trying to bend society's rules in
their favor. However, democracy is a

3. Schedule: Anything worth having is messy form of government. One person's
worth having immediately; selfish special interest is another's vital

national priority. Furthermore, every na-
4. Risk: Minimizing the possibility that tional process inevitably gets involved

something goes wrong; with these kinds of national policies.
Consider, for instance, the tax system

5. Control: Allowing senior officials ad- and its many special provisions that have
equate warning of possible problems and no bearing on revenue generation.
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Of course, all the players in the acquisi- programs have signed a contract, either ex-
tion process care about all these goals. How- plicitly in the Defense Acquisition Board
ever, they do not care about the goals (DAB) Acquisition Decision Memorandum
equally. At the risk of caricaturing some of (ADM) or implicitly in various program and
the players, here is an analysis of what the budget decisions. OSD expects to see these
major players value most: contracts carried out and works to minimize

risk of deviation. Second, OSD cares about
The Defense Industry: Industry exists to the affordability of the overall defense pro-

make a profit. In public debate this is al- gram. Ultimately all programs must fit
most embarrassing to acknowledge but is within the allocated top line, and there are
nevertheless true. After profitability indus- always more programs than there are re-
try wants to stay in business (usually char- sources. Program cost, therefore, gets close
acterized as "maintaining the industrial scrutiny. Finally, jointness, and the
base") and wants to have as little interfer- interoperability it implies, offers the pros-
ence as possible. The defense industry looks pect of better joint warfighting (of great
with envy at its commercial sisters who don't interest to the Joint Staff particularly) and
have legions of auditors, inspectors, staff- of common equipment (and therefore lower
ers and contract administrators looking over costs).
their shoulders. Industry's perspective on
acquisition reform is clearly contained in a The Congress: The Congress is moved
package put together by a coalition of asso- primarily by its fiduciary responsibilities;
ciations. This package focuses entirely on that is, the need to ensure that public mon-
government oversight and imposed require- eys are seen to be used in ways consistent
ments (Defense Acquisition, etc., 1993). with national purposes. Here the end does

not justify the means; the means must stand
The Program Manager: He wants to field on their own. This concern is often charac-

something. He is judged as having a suc- terized by a focus on fraud, waste, and
cessful program if, at the end, the troops abuse. This concern is shared by an Ameri-
get a new piece of hardware. Cost, sched- can public who strongly distrusts both the
ule, and even performance mean nothing if military in its procurement activities and the
the hardware is not fielded, defense industry. The result is that many

members distrust the department. The Con-
The Militay Services and Ultimate Users: gress therefore believes that without explicit

The services are tasked with equipping units guidance and close scrutiny the department
for use by the combatant commanders-in- will waste money. The Congress also, as a
chief and hence are required to represent national proponent of socioeconomic goals,
the user's interests. They care above all desires to see these furthered by the acqui-
about getting equipment that will give them sition system.
a warfighting advantage. Ultimately, this
means high performance on a rapid sched-
ule. Cost and everything else are secondary. How DOES THIS AFFECT REFORM?

The Office of the Secretary of Defense Because of these differing values acqui-
(OSD): Historically, OSD has cared first sition reform is like the tale of the blind men
about executing the acquisition contract. and the elephant, where each participant
This minimizes risk and ensures control (or characterizes the whole by the part he is
at least the illusion of it). All acquisition closest to. For industry, acquisition reform
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is reducing interference; for the Congress, result was a severe blow to naval avia-
it is improving safeguards; for yet others, it tion.
is reducing risk. As a result all agree that
acquisition reform is vital, a must-do for any 2. Dual use technologies and commercial
administration, but cannot agree on an ac- off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies are
tual set of actions. currently extolled as ways to save money

As noted earlier, the essence of any ac- and accelerate the acquisition process.
quisition reform is a trade-off among desir- They offer the prospect of using a much
able goals. Three high visibility examples larger industrial base and of harnessing
here make the point: the vitality and drive of the commercial

sector.
1. Black (special access) programs are

those that require very high security. The Indeed, for certain kinds of products
acquisition system for black programs is where technology is moving rapidly (in-
attractive to some because many of the formation processing, for example) com-
reviews, analyses, and outside interfer- mercial products give both lower price
ence of the traditional system are re- and higher performance. Commercial
moved. Black programs trade off con- products, even with their limitations,
trol and frequently cost for an acceler- come from processes that are much
ated schedule and a much higher accep- more agile than the defense acquisition
tance of technical risk. They can have system.
tremendous successes. The F-117, for in-
stance, was a black program. It was de- However, in other areas commercial
veloped quickly and overcame large products often involve a trade-off. Cost
technical problems (e.g., two of the first may be lower, and schedule may be
prototypes crashed) that might have ter- faster. However, performance, broadly
minated an open program. As a result defined, is also often lower.
of these advantages, the acquisition pro-
cess for black programs is often held up Commercial products are not built to the
as a model for the entire acquisition sys- demanding environmental and stress
tem. Indeed, there is suspicion that the standards attained by military articles.
department has been moving in this di- For example, few commercial products
rection because during the 1980s the size are required
of black programs grew tremendously, to operate at ...where tehnology is
more than merely the progress of tech- temperatures moving rapidly...cm-
nology would seem to require. ranging from mercial produts give

40 degrees h lower prce and
However, there is a downside to the below zero to higherperformane.
black system also, as the A-12 experience 140 degrees
showed. Here the lack of visibility into above. But military equipment often
the program, the lack of reviews and does need this capability, and users will
analysis (among other managerial fail- be disappointed if the equipment does
ings) and the compartmentation of in- not have it. For instance, one recently
formation allowed serious problems to developed military training system ex-
develop and grow. When they became tensively incorporated COTS compo-
known, it was more attractive to cancel nents but found that the CRTs cracked
the program than to try to save it. The in field handling, that the system
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couldn't take the extremes of heat and tion is not worth doing. It does mean that
cold, and that the system's air condition- there is a trade-off that is often unrec-
ing unit disintegrated under vibration. ognized. Indeed, this is particularly true

with COTS because the implication is
COTS equipment will frequently lack all often made that the department can get
the features that the military desires. A the same equipment for less money. This
large scale example would be buying is rarely true. The department can get
commercial aircraft like the 747 instead different, often less capable, equipment
of the C-17. The 747 has impressive ca- for less money. Frequently this trade-off
pabilities and is much cheaper. How- will be attractive because the milspec

ever, it lacks a capability is "nice to have," but not es-
The department (an get wide range of ca- sential, especially in a time of severe
different, often less pabilities that the budgetary constraints. Usually, however,
wpable, equipment for C-17 has, for in- there is a real loss.
less money. stance: the ability

to handle over- 3. The most important trade-off, however,
sized and outsized cargo, the ability to is between the risk of abuse and the level
land on short and rough fields, self-pro- of oversight. Reductions in oversight, the
tection capabilities, the ability to back essence of many reform notions (espe-
up on an incline, and many others. cially from industry), mean that more

things will go wrong and that they will
Military Specification (milspec) items remain unseen longer. If viewed from
are, by definition, interoperable with purely a cost-effectiveness standpoint,
other military items. COTS items may however, one could easily believe that
not be interoperable if there is no indus- less oversight would be more effective.
try-wide standard. After all, no commercial operation

maintains this high level of oversight, so
Finally, commercial products rarely it is probably not cost-effective for the
come with the documentation and sup- government despite its different circum-
port that milspec items do. For instance, stances (DoD's Cost, etc., 1992).
a milspec software procurement will in-
clude enough documentation so that the But as the earlier analysis of system goals
code can be changed later. A commer- and players' values indicated, cost effec-
cially acquired software package would tiveness is only one criterion. Public
not. Similarly, a milspec procurement of- visibility and fiduciary responsibility to
ten includes a technical data package so the taxpayers also count heavily. The
that multiple producers could compete acceptance of risk trades these off to
in building the item. A commercial pro- some extent. It says, in effect, that we
curement would not. These limitations accept the fact that more things will
of COTS would be as easy for outsiders go wrong, but it is not worthwhile try-
to criticize as the milspecs they replace. ing to prevent them. In our private
Indeed, one can well imagine a future lives we do this often. In our public
GAO report entitled, "DoD buying In- lives as a nation it is much more diffi-
supportable and Incompatible Equip- cult to acknowledge this. Further-
ment." more, there is the risk of a "mega-

problem" the size of the savings and
None of this means that COTS acquisi- loan disaster that develops unseen and
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then explodes with huge consequences. WHAT IS OUR EXPERIENCE
WITH REFORM?

The perception of fairness and of pro-
priety are also important for public en- Because reform entails trade-offs among
deavors and an elaborate system of con- desirable goals, it is not surprising to find
trols helps to ensure this. The public and that reforms tend to be cyclical. There are
their elected representatives want to some excellent examples.
impose certain standards of behavior on Perhaps the classic example in contract-
those who receive taxpayers' money be- ing is the trade-off between fixed-price and
yond what is recognized by the commer- cost-plus contracts. The department has
cial code. Some of this concern about continuously wavered between the two,
fairness involves the government getting drawn to fixed-price contracts because of
a good value for its money. Whereas in- the incentives they give the contractor, yet
dustry has to accept the fact that some- stumbling on the high uncertainty in major
times it does not get the best possible weapons acquisitions that makes fixed-price
price, this is seen in a public environment terms hard to set. For instance, in the 1950s
as the government being overcharged, contracting was dominated by cost-plus con-
Who wants to hear that the government tracting in an effort to push technology for-
paid $10 for something that was sold the ward rapidly and gain on the Soviets. In the
next month for $8? Even though this 1960s this practice fell into disrepute as
happens to us in our personal lives all huge overruns occurred. Secretary of De-
the time, we see it differently when it fense Robert S. MacNamara then instituted
happens with public money. As a result Total Package Procurement (TPP), essen-
the government has legislated that it will tially a fixed-price contract for R&D and
obtain the best price possible and will initial procurement. This sounded like a
have access to contractor cost and pric- good idea, but it failed. There was too much
ing data to ensure this. risk. TPP contracts on systems like the F-

14 and the LHA failed to constrain cost and
Some of this concern involves industry eventually had to be rewritten. So fixed-
behavior, particularly regarding corpo- price instruments fell into disuse on major
rate perks and policies. For instance, a systems until the 1980s. At that time the
GAO report on small business overhead department, under attack for a variety of
turned up meetings at resorts, rental of procurement "scandals," rediscovered the
yachts, T-shirt purchases, sports tickets fixed-price contract. Secretary of the Navy
and liquor purchases, all characterized John Lehman particularly vowed to "hold
by a prominent senator as "a pattern of the contractor's feet to the fire." Again
abuse". In commercial transactions, of major acquisitions were put on fixed-price
course, no one cares what the seller does contracts, and again the fixed-price con-
with his money. With public money, how- tracts failed for the same reasons: There was
ever, there is a perception that it is sup- too much uncertainty at the early stages of
porting and, hence, condoning such be- a major procurement to set firm costs and
havior. schedules. Indeed, at this writing the depart-

ment is still in court over the A-12 contract.
The fact that trade-offs exist doesn't So a new reform was instituted: no fixed
mean they aren't worth making. It does price contracts early on in the acquisition
mean that change isn't free of cost. cycle, and that is where policy now stands.

But does anyone doubt that the wheel of
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reform will turn again and that the depart- David Pryor and Richard Roth, railed
ment will someday rediscover fixed-price against any weakening of the existing re-
contracts? quirements that had been set up in 1983

Nor is this cyclicality limited to contract- during an earlier round of acquisition re-
ing. Live fire testing and truth-in-negotia- form. As Pryor wrote,
tions were major reforms of the acquisition
system in the 1980s. Today their elimina- Our troops deserve weapons that
tion or modification is also considered re- work. Independent testing of weap-
form. ons provides the integrity and objec-

The current effort in acquisition reform tivity needed to achieve this goal. We
consists of two elements: revising acquisi- must preserve and strengthen inde-
tion laws (the "Section 800" Report) and pendent test and evaluation in the
reducing milspecs. Both are worthy efforts, high-stakes world of military pro-
However, for neither will major reform be curement (Prior, 1994).
easy.

The Section 800 report formed the basis As a result of this opposition the depart-
of the recent acquisition reform bill. This ment backed off its proposal.
report was produced at the direction of the The other major effort in acquisition re-
Congress to "streamline the acquisition pro- form involves making milspecs less onerous
cess" and "eliminate unnecessary laws" and more compatible with commercial
while "ensuring continued financial and specs, thereby allowing greater use of com-
ethical integrity" and "protecting the best mercial products. It's an important effort
interests of the department." Many provi- and will certainly produce a worthwhile re-
sions involved cleaning up obsolete and sult. Milspecs and milstandards tend to
unused statutory provisions. It was a worth- flourish over time, become outdated, be-
while but low impact effort. However, some come layered, and generally not get the
provisions had more bite to them, the main skeptical scrutiny they should get. Without
ones being the raising of thresholds for so- question, periodic pruning is in order.
cioeconomic laws and a reduction in However, producing significant change
weapon system testing requirements. will be difficult. Sometimes this effort is

The proposal on socioeconomic laws was characterized as "eliminating boilerplate"
fairly modest (to raise the thresholds, not from contracts and, while helpful, this alone
eliminate the provisions) and the argument is unlikely to produce major change.
in favor of doing this was very strong: the Boilerplate implies language that is added
thresholds had not changed in many years routinely and without much thought, lead-
and so, in real terms, had fallen much be- ing one to conclude that if only boilerplate
low what had been originally intended. Fur- is being eliminated, there'll not be much
ther, the provisions added significantly to impact in terms of reform. Of course, one
the cost and effort of contract administra- person's boilerplate may be another's criti-
tion. However, the beneficiaries of these cal contract provision. In this case the ef-
provisions (unions, small businesses, minor- fort will involve trade-offs, either explicitly
ity-owned businesses) were reluctant to give or implicitly. As noted earlier, even using
up their advantage. They succeeded in commercial specifications often involves
modifying some of the proposed changes trade-offs. And trade-offs are hard. It re-
(Meadows, 1994). mains to be seen what kind of trade-offs will

On weapons testing, proponents of an be proposed and how they will be received.
aggressive approach, such as Senators
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WHAT ARE THE PROSPECTS dissatisfaction with the current acquisition
FOR REFORM? system, coupled with the difficulty in talk-

ing about costs publicly, means that every
The current administration is deeply sin- administration must be seen trying to re-

cere about acquisition reform and has both form the system, must have an active ac-
the expertise and the organization to effect quisition reform policy and rhetoric, even if
real change. But no observer can be wholly no realprogress is made. In this, acquisition
optimistic about the prospects. reform is like many other difficult policy

First, acquisition reform is a very hard problems; administrations must talk a good
problem as everyone knows. Trading off game even if no real action is implemented.
desirable goals is difficult and contentious. Aggressive rhetoric gets 80% of the politi-
The efficacy and validity of any proposed cal credit. Real action, with all the political
change is usually uncertain while the cost is costs involved, is thus unattractive, even
clear. Further, many of the problems stem unnecessary. Whether consciously or not,
from organizational culture and attitudes therefore, administrations get stuck in the
that are extraordinarily difficult to change. rhetorical stage, stating what they sincerely

Second, real reform entails a political believe about acquisition reform, but never
cost. Because reform requires trade-offs, moving far into the action stage because of
there will be "losers" in any reform pack- the costs involved.
age. The losers will be unhappy, and must Predictions are always risky. As that great
be defeated or persuaded politically. This American sage, Yogi Berra, once said: "I
requires the investment of political capital never make predictions, especially about
and no administration has political capital the future." Throwing caution aside, how-
to spare. There are so many higher priori- ever, I will say this: that radical reform of
ties that an administration might want to the acquisition system will not happen un-
focus on that acquisition reform will prob- til it becomes a presidential priority, heard
ably not make the list. However, there is no frequently in his speeches. It is the Presi-
way to accomplish real reform on the cheap. dent, after all, who ultimately decides where
An acquisition reform package that is low to fight his administration's battles and on
in political costs will also be low in impact. what to spend his political capital. Until that

Third, acquisition reform is a victim of happens, acquisition reform will be a low
the politics of perception. The widespread cost, and hence low impact, effort.
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SOME LONG-TERM
ISSUES AND IMPEDIMENTS

AFFECTING MILITARY SYSTEMS
ACQUISITION REFORM

Edmund H. Conrow

Several approaches have been tried to improve the predictability and control
of military systems acquisition, yet costs grow and schedules slip while perfor-
mance is close to that specified. Cost and schedule growth are generally as-
sociated with different government and contractor objectives. An analytical
model was created to mirror the military systems acquisition process consis-
tent with statistical results from a broad sample of military programs spanning
the 1950s through 1980s.

he management of a major military and extent of competition, the amount of

system acquisition project is an excep- management reporting and review, and the
tionally challenging task. Given its distribution of responsibility between the

complexity, the large amounts of money fre- service project office and industrial contrac-
quently involved, and the political and mili- tor. Yet the goal of a predictable and con-
tary consequences riding on the outcomes, trollable project has proved elusive.
it is understandable that considerable atten- Persistent and widespread cost and
tion and effort have been devoted to im- schedule growth in U. S. military systems
proving the methods of military systems has been documented since the 1950s; in
acquisition management. Over the past contrast, system performance is typically
three decades, several different acquisition very close to desired levels. However, no
strategies and numerous detailed manage- satisfactory theoretical explanation has
ment approaches have been tried in an at- been advanced to date (1994) to explain this
tempt to improve the predictability and con- behavior.
trol of project outcomes. Improvements While the specific sources of cost, per-
have been sought, for example, through formance, and schedule (C, P, S) difficulty
changes in the types of contracts, the type may vary from one project to the next, they

Edmund H. Conrow. Copyright © 1995. All Rights Reserved.
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are generally associated with different pref- Perry, et. al. (1971) estimated cost, per-
erences held by the government program formance, and schedule change ratios for a
office and contractors, coupled with a poor sample of military programs with start dates
understanding of the range of possible out- in the 1950s and 1960s. They found the av-
comes, which themselves are conditioned erage cost, performance, and schedule
by program structure. A microeconomic change to be 1.44, 1.05, and 1.15, respec-
framework is presented in this paper that tively.
addresses these issues and models the mili- Dews, et. al. (1979) estimated these same
tary acquisition process. ratios for a sample of military programs with

start dates in the 1970s. They found the av-
erage cost, performance, and schedule

BACKGROUND change to be 1.34, 1.00, and 1.13, respec-
tively.

Marshall and Meckling (1959) were per- Cost and schedule growth occurred in
haps the first to identify cost, performance, each of these program samples, but where
and schedule as important variables for performance results were evaluated, virtu-
measuring program success. They evaluated ally no change was observed.
a sample of aircraft and missile programs Several insightful observations exist in
with equivalent Engineering and Manufac- the literature as to the causes of military
turing Development (EMD) phase start system cost and schedule growth.
dates in the 1940s and 1950s. They found One likely cause was first identified by
the average ratio of the most recent and Marshall and Meckling (1959, pp. 20-21):
earliest production cost estimates to be be-
tween 2.4 and 3.2. [A ratio (change value) Typically, in weapons development
> 1 indicates cost or schedule growth or great emphasis is placed on perfor-
performance degradation.] This corre- mance. Most new weapons are de-
sponds to a 140 to 220 percent increase in veloped around specific detailed per-
cost. They also found the average schedule formance requirements laid down by
change to be 1.5 between early estimates of the military-requirements that are
first operational dates and the actual first taken very seriously. The penalties
operational dates. incurred by the contractors for not

Commenting on the cost growth and meeting performance requirements
schedule slippage, Marshall and Meckling are more severe than for failure to
(1959, p. 17) said: meet availability schedules or failure

to live within original cost estimates.
Availability (schedule) predictions, As a result, whenever circumstances
like cost predictions exhibit both a dictate a retreat from early plans, it
decided bias toward overoptimism is usually the costs and/or availabil-
and substantial variation in the ex- ity that gives ground.
tent of the optimism.

Dr. Conrow is an independent management and technical consultant in Redondo Beach,
California specializing in defense and large-scale commercial projects. He holds a Ph.D. in
general engineering and a Ph.D. in public policy analysis.
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The government and contractors typi- problems, and stated:
cally face only weak disincentives for devel-
oping unrealistic estimates of program cost While there are many reasons for
and schedule, as identified by Marshall and these types of problems, the under-
Meckling (1959, p. 22): lying cause of persistent and funda-

mental problems in DoD's weapons
Contractors are anxious to have their acquisition process is a prevailing
proposals accepted by the military, culture that is dependent on gener-
and the military itself is anxious to ating and supporting new weapons
have development proposals sup- acquisitions.
ported by the Department of De-
fense and Congress. The incentive to In summary, distortions in the military
make optimistic estimates is thus systems acquisition process that can lead to
very strong. On the other hand, the considerable cost and schedule growth have
contractual penalties for having been been noted for the past 35 years and vali-
overoptimistic are generally small. dated in part by data going back to the 1940s

and 1950s.

The acquisition process of U. S. military Each of the above studies has contrib-
systems has been distorted in this way for uted knowledge about military program
many years. Charles J. Hitch and Roland C,PS changes and some of their underlying
N. McKean (1960, p. 252) stated it in the causes. However, a void exists in the litera-
following manner in 1960: ture relative to a mechanism to tie cost, per-

formance, and schedule trends together.
Excessive optimism in drawing up This paper presents a comprehensive
performance specifications can microeconomic analytical framework that
make the development so difficult models the military systems acquisition pro-
that it must fail, or take much longer cess. It includes government and contrac-
and cost much more than planned, tor preferences; external, programmatic,
or require a downgrading of the re- and technical constraints; factors that influ-
quirements. It is not unusual for ence the program starting point; dynamics
weapon system requirements to be that occur during the course of a program;
so optimistic that several inventions and likely outcomes predicted by the theo-
or advances in the state of the art are retical framework. (The complexity of the
needed on schedule if the develop- underlying microeconomics, organizational
ment is to succeed. behavior and associated differential calcu-

lus used to develop the framework has been
The Government Accounting Office greatly simplified for this article.)

(GAO) (NSIAD-93-15, 1993) recently iden-
tified several issues that may lead to prob-
lems in major weapons acquisition, includ- MICROECONOMIC FRAMEWORK
ing: overly optimistic cost and schedule es-
timates leading to program instability and In acquiring U. S. military systems, the
cost increases; programs that cannot be ex- government and contractor each have a set
ecuted as planned with available funds; and of objectives regarding the projected C,P,S
programs being oversold to survive, outcomes. The government generally pre-

The GAO (HR-93-7, 1993) also at- fers lower over higher cost and schedule,
tempted to identify possible causes for these and higher performance. The contractor
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prefers higher cost, performance and sched- mind a maximum program cost and sched-
ule. [In this article I focus on interactions ule length, along with minimum perfor-
at the government program office level. mance. The contractor will often have its
Trade-offs within the government outside own minimum cost and schedule length.
the program office are externalities that A technical possibility surface encom-
vary on a case-by-case basis (e.g., lead to passes the region of feasible C,PS solutions,
funding fluctuations) and are not addressed and is the technical program constraint.
in this article.] Points on the technical possibility surface

Lower costs are desirable to the govern- or any two-dimensional slice of the surface
ment to develop more military systems for indicate efficient (but not necessarily opti-
a fixed budget (or the same number for a mal) solutions. This is given by points B and

reduced expen- C on the C:P possibility curve in Figure 1.
The government will diture). Shorter (In the microeconomic analysis of two goods
typiwily have in mind a schedules that this curve is sometimes termed a "produc-
maximum program tost enable the sys- tion possibility curve." (McCloskey, 1982,
and shedule length... tem to become p. 500). Points lying above a possibility curve

operational ear- indicate feasible, but inefficient solutions.
lier enhance the force structure and mili- Those points below a possibility curve indi-
tary balance of power. Higher performance cate an infeasible solution. In Figure 1 for
permits increased operational capability for the C:P case (for a given schedule), point
the mission. D above the curve is an inefficient combi-

Contractors prefer higher costs because nation of cost and performance, since the
they increase profits. Longer schedules are system could be developed at the same cost
also desirable to maintain a stable work but with higher performance by moving to
force and a long-term working relationship the right or at the same level of performance
with the government, which gives the con- with less cost by moving down.
tractor a potential competitive advantage A point to the right of the C:P curve (A
for follow-on or future contracts. Contrac- in Figure 1) is infeasible for a given set of
tors prefer high performance to improve input constraints (e.g., manufacturing pro-
their potential competitive advantage in the cesses, technology level, program structure)
high technology arena that often provides for a given schedule. This point will only
a potential competitive advantage, become feasible with a shift to the right of

The production schedule is generally set the entire C:P curve, thus requiring, for ex-
by high level government organizations ample, improved yield for a given manufac-
(e.g., the services or Congress), based upon turing process if cost is held constant. In
inputs from the project office and contrac- effect, solution point A corresponds to an
tors (e.g., cost versus lot quantity). Hence, inappropriate schedule length selected for
the production schedule can generally be the specified cost and performance levels.
characterized as a constraint externally im- It is anticipated that the last few percent
posed by higher level government person- of the maximum performance possible will
nel. lead to increasingly greater program cost

Given the government and contractor and schedule length (the first and second
preferences, the next step is to consider derivatives of cost with respect to perfor-
programmatic and technical constraints mance are positive). This causes a major
associated with cost, performance, and problem in military systems acquisition
schedule. where performance near or exceeding the

The government will typically have in current state of the art is typically specified
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Note: 1.) UG 6 > UG 5 > UG 4 > UG 3 > UG 2 > UG1

UC6 > UC5 > UC4 > UC3 > UC2 > UC1

Where: UG = government utility, UC = contractor utility

2.) A = infeasible; B and C = feasible, efficient; and D = feasible,
inefficient solution points

Figure 1. Overlaid, Constrained Typical Iso-Schedule Government and Contractor
Cost: Performance Utility Curves and Technical Possibility Curve

for new development programs, yet insuffi- examined. The data represents the C:P slice
cient cost and/or schedule is typically bud- of the technical possibility surface, and the
geted to achieve the desired level of per- plotted points are feasible solutions. The
formance. In fact, such problems are not only pricing criteria for the CCD is the
limited to military programs, affecting com- number of defective detector elements
mercial technologies and programs aswell. (operability as a measure of perfor-

I now present two actual examples of the mance), and as it goes from 20 to zero
C:P slice of the technical possibility surface. (for 1,389,580 total elements), the result-
An exaggerated instance of cost increase for ing price increases by a factor of twelve.
a very minor performance change is given Thus, the last 0.0014 percent of available
as an illustration in Figure 2. Here, the pur- normalized performance leads to a twelve
chase price of a relatively high performance times increase in cost!
U. S. commercial 1,389,580 detector ele- The postulated characteristics of the C:P
ment visible charge coupled device (CCD) slice of the technical possibility surface are
focal plane array versus performance was also evident in an elegant figure developed
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Figure 2. Focal Plan Array Price Versus Performance

by Norman Augustine (1986, pg. 46). The From Figure 1, the direction of increas-
figure includes a number of highly diverse ing government utility with respect to C:P
commercial and military items which have is to the southeast (in map coordinates, or
similar normalized C:P curve shapes and down and to the right), while that for the
positive first and second derivatives of cost contractor is to the northeast (up and to the
with respect to performance. These items right). Several observations can be derived
include: 35 mm camera lenses (focal length from the government and contractor C:P
versus cost), the salary of baseball players utility mappings given in Figure 1 using
(batting average versus salary), 1960s air- simple microeconomic theory. (See for ex-
craft (speed versus cost), inertial reference ample: McCloskey, 1982). First, since the
units (drift rate versus cost), diamonds government and contractor C:P utility
(quality versus cost), machined parts (tol- curves form intersections rather than tan-
erance versus cost) and radar availability gencies, no stable solution points are pos-
(availability versus spares cost). Augustine sible in a microeconomic sense. Second, the
states that: common direction of increasing utility for

the government and contractor is to east
A disproportionate share of the cost (right). Consequently, since both govern-
of most purchases is concentrated in ment and contractor utility increases with
a very small fraction of the features increasing levels of performance the result-
sought. So-called "extras" are par- ing C:P portion of the program solution
ticularly flagrant contributors to cost point will tend to drift in the direction of
in both the commercial and govern- increasing performance. A major difficulty
ment marketplaces. for both the government and contractor in

this situation is the general lack of knowl-
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edge associated with the C:P slice of the than if the missiles' operating range require-
technical possibility surface, which forms a ment had initially been 20 percent less than
technical constraint in terms of the feasible that actually specified.
limit of the resulting solution point. Knowledge of the technical possibility

In addition, the government and contrac- surface, or even two-dimensional slices of
tor preferences typically lead to a sub-opti- the surface, may be unknown or highly un-
mal solution since both parties jointly favor certain for key subsystems until late in the
increased performance, but little pressure development phase or even the production
initially exists to prevent performance from phase. An uncertain technical possibility
dominating the resulting solution. The ad- surface can lead to severe program risk
verse cost and schedule of a performance when performance levels approach or ex-
dominated solution are often not recog- ceed the highly uncertain state of the art,
nized until relatively late in development particularly when program cost and sched-
when programmatic or technical constraints ule characteristics are not considered in an
become evident-in effect the item cannot unbiased fashion. When ambitious perfor-
be built for the anticipated cost (budget) mance requirements are set and the design
and schedule to obtain the required level process is dominated by performance, pres-
of performance. sure exists on the government and contrac-

For example, in the Minuteman I and tor alike to meet these requirements, even
Polaris A-1 programs performance was ini- if program cost and schedule are adversely
tially the dominant trade variable. Near the affected as a result.
conclusion of the development process it Government and contractor motivations
became evident that neither missile could to start and continue programs initially bias
initially achieve the ambitious range (per- downward both parties' estimates of cost
formance) requirements due to technical and schedule for a given level of perfor-
constraints, yet significant political pressure mance, leading-later in the program-to
existed to deploy both missiles as early as increased cost or schedule in order to meet
possible (programmatic constraint). This performance requirements. The issue faced
led to a revised tradeoff between missile by government and industry is how to ad-
performance and schedule (Conrow, p. 113- just their C,PS goals to be consistent with
114). the technological possibilities that are be-

Both missiles were deployed on time, but ing revealed to them.
with an operating range 20 percent less than By the time the problem usually is rec-
initially specified. In the second Minuteman ognized a considerable investment has al-
I wing deployed a year later roughly 60 per- ready been made in the existing system de-
cent of this range reduction had been elimi- sign. Hence, by this time the flexibility to
nated, while for the subsequent Polaris A-2 alter the design may be limited, leading to
missile deployed a year later the initial range even greater cost or schedule growth than
requirement was achieved. In both the Min- if the true situation had been recognized at
uteman and Polaris cases, program cost was the beginning of the program when perfor-
allowed to increase in order to meet the mance requirements were specified and the
delivery schedule and the reduced range C,PS starting point was set. This results be-
requirements. Furthermore, since cost, per- cause C,PS cannot be perfectly traded in
formance, and schedule cannot be traded the short-run.
perfectly (e.g., frictionless) in the short- Since both government and contractor
term, the resulting Minuteman I and Po- utility decreases with lower performance,
laris A-1 program cost was likely greater both parties may only reluctantly decrease
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performance requirements during develop- IS THE EVIDENCE CONSISTENT
ment even when the originally chosen solu- WITH THE THEORY?
tion is infeasible. Hence, an unrealistic C,PS
starting point results in a C,PS solution Five hypotheses resulting from the
point that is not an unbiased or random microeconomic framework were tested and
choice between cost, performance, and confirmed by a statistical analysis per-
schedule, leading to increased cost and formed on a large sample of historic DoD
schedule, but little decrease in performance. programs. Statistical analyses of C,RS

If the C,PS solution point lies in the in- change data derived from DoD major
feasible region, such as point A in Figure 1, weapon systems can help to determine the
resolution of this unsustainable situation degree to which historical data are consis-

requires move- tent with the microeconomic framework of
... both parties... ment of the solu- military systems acquisition.
reluctantly decrease tion point to the Three different data sets were obtained
performance require- north with gener- for the statistical analysis and combined into
ments during develop- ally increasing an overall data set to increase the statisti-
ment even when the cost or schedule cal sample size. The data sets mostly con-
originally chosen (point B, for ex- sisted of aircraft and missile programs (46
solution is infeasible, ample), to the of 58 total programs). In addition, the pro-

west with gener- grams contained in the data sets were ma-
ally decreasing performance (point C) or a jor development programs rather than fol-
combination of the two (between points B low-on or upgrade programs. The data sets
and C). Since the utility of both parties gen- and the number of non-overlapping pro-
erally decreases with movement towards grams they contain are now discussed.
point C (less performance), this will gener- The Perry et. al. (1971) data set was origi-
ally not occur unless it is externally man- nally derived from surveys and follow-up
dated. Hence, program change will tend to visits to various DoD programs: it repre-
be towards the north rather than towards sents programs with Milestone II (or
the west, bounded by the technical possi- equivalent) dates in the 1950s (2 programs)
bility curve and the resulting solution point and 1960s (18 programs). The Dews et. al.
will also tend to be inefficient (e.g., lying (1979) data set was derived from Selected
above this curve, as point D). Acquisition Reports (SARs), and represents

The performance-driven choice process programs with Milestone II (or equivalent)
becomes all the more troublesome when the dates in the 1970s (8 programs). The
starting point is relatively high up on the Conrow data set was also derived from
technical possibility surface. Such a choice SARs, and represents programs with Mile-
may cause large cost or schedule growth if stone II (or equivalent) dates in the 1960s
the C,PS starting point is unrealistic, par- (7 programs), 1970s (17 programs), and
ticularly if impractical performance require- 1980s (6 programs). The overall combined
ments are not relaxed. The resulting cost data set (1950s through 1980s) thus includes
and schedule growth will generally lead to 58 programs (2 + 18 + 8 + 7 + 17 + 6 =

increased contractor profit. Since contrac- 58 programs) with a total of 48, 52, and 51
tor utility increases with increasing profit, programs reporting cost change, perfor-
they have little reason to decrease cost and mance change and schedule change data,
schedule, particularly when in a sole source respectively.
role late in the development phase. The ratio between a "Current Estimate"

(CE) produced at one "snap-shot" in time
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Table 1. Overall Combined Data Set Summary Statistics (*)

VARIABLE COST PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

Sample size (programs) 48 52 51

Average 1.26 1.00 1.24

Median 1.16 1.00 1.13

Standard deviation 0.28 0.13 0.30

Minimum 0.86 0.65 0.75

Maximum 2.07 1.42 2.25

Lower quartile 1.06 0.92 1.03

Upper quartile 1.41 1.06 1.44

Skewness 1.24 0.38 1.24

*: Cost, performance, and schedule correspond to cost change, performance change,
and schedule change associated with the current program estimate divided by the initial
Milestone II (or equivalent) estimate

during a program divided by an estimate C,PS change data was included in the data
produced early in the development phase base. Thus, most of the programs in the
[known as a "Development Estimate" (DE] overall sample represented the EMD (or
was defined for C,PS as a baseline for these equivalent) program phase.
estimates. The DE is typically associated Summary descriptive statistics for the
with Milestone II. Milestone II is the deci- overall combined data set are given in Table
sion point to determine whether or not a 1. Sample statistics for all three data sets
DoD program will enter Engineering and were quite similar, but since the overall
Manufacturing Development (EMD). combined data set covers a longer time pe-
Some programs in the sample did not go riod (1958-1986) and includes more sys-
through a Milestone II review because they tems, Table 1 only includes results from this
pre-dated this particular management data set. The mean, median, and standard
scheme. In these cases, an equivalent time, deviation for the cost change and schedule
such as the start of the EMD (or equiva- change variables are similar to each other,
lent) Phase contract, was used. yet noticeably larger than the correspond-

The time in the program when a CE was ing values for the performance change vari-
made in the Perry data set spanned a large able.
range from early in EMD to the O&S phase. C,PS predictions, drawn from the
In the Dews data set, the CE spanned a microeconomic framework discussed
narrower range from the middle of EMD above, were tested against the statistical
to the middle of the production phase, but results.
only development phase C,PS change data First Hypothesis: Because of govern-
was included in the statistical data base for ment and contractor utility preferences,
this article. In the Conrow data set the CE relatively few systems will have significant
represented a point in time near the pro- overall development phase performance
gram IOC date. Only development phase degradations. In addition, since many U. S.
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military systems have performance require- ited cost growth and that 40 of 51 programs
ments set at or beyond the technical feasi- (78 percent) exhibited schedule slippage. In
bility level, relatively few programs will have addition, a number of programs had large
large gains in performance from the initial cost growth or schedule slippage. For ex-
estimated level, ample, 30 of 48 programs had cost growth

The hypothesis cannot be rejected given (25 percent) and 20 of 51 programs had
the mean and median values for the per- schedule slippage (25 percent).
formance change distribution, as well as the Fourth Hypothesis: The shape of the de-
dispersal of performance change values velopment performance distribution will
around the no change level (1.00). Both the likely be near-symmetrical, whereas the

mean and me- shapes of the cost change and schedule

... the variation in dian values for change distributions will likely be right-hand
performance... is likely the performance skewed. This is because the government and
to be smaller than change distribu- contractor strive to meet performance re-

corresponding varia- tion were 1.00, quirements, while typically adjusting pro-
tions in cost and and only 10 of 52 gram cost and/or schedule to achieve the
schedule, programs had a desired levels of performance. Final perfor-

slip in perfor- mance achievements can be viewed as ran-
mance > 10 percent while only 9 of 52 pro- dom variations around the target value.
grams had a gain in performance > 10 per- The hypothesis cannot be rejected given
cent. the skewness, mean, and median values for

In terms of more extreme values, only these change distributions in Table 1. A
two of 52 programs had a slip in perfor- skewness of 0 indicates that the data are
mance of 25 percent or more, and only one symmetrically distributed while a positive
of 52 programs had a gain in performance value indicates that the distribution has a
of 25 percent or more. right-hand skew. From Table 1, the skew-

Second Hypothesis: Due to a combina- ness coefficient for the cost change and
tion of utility preferences and technical fea- schedule change distributions is positive and
sibility, the variation in performance change roughly 3.3 times greater than that for the
for U. S. military systems is likely to be performance change distribution. In addi-
smaller than corresponding variations in tion, the skewness coefficient for the per-
cost and schedule. formance change distribution is near zero

From Table 1, the standard deviations of (0.38).
changes in cost, performance, and sched- The difference in the mean and median
ule are 0.28, 0.13, and 0.30, respectively, for the performance change distribution is
Consequently, the hypothesis cannot be re- virtually zero, while that for the cost change
jected given that the standard deviation of and schedule change distributions are 0.10
performance change is less than half that and 0.11, respectively. These results, as with
of program cost change and schedule the skewness results mentioned above, in-
change. dicate that the performance change distri-

Third Hypothesis: Due to a combination bution is nearly symmetrical, while the cost
of utility preferences and technical feasibil- change and schedule change distributions
ity, U. S. military systems will typically ex- have a right-hand skew.
hibit an increase in cost and/or schedule The initially infeasible C,PS solution
during development, point that exists for many systems results

The hypothesis cannot be rejected given from a mis-specification of the technical
that 43 of 48 programs (90 percent) exhib- possibility surface due in part to an under-
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estimation bias associated with the level of The resulting total cost growth of this
performance that can be achieved for a sample was $10.9 billion (FY94). When pro-
given level of cost and/or schedule. This jected to all military development programs
together with the primary government and over the past 35 years, including Concept
contractor desire to meet performance re- Exploration and Definition and Demonstra-
quirements, while allowing cost and/or tion and Validation phases in addition to
schedule to increase during the course of the EMD phase, the resulting total devel-
the program to achieve a feasible C,PS so- opment cost growth is likely between $40
lution point, causes the cost change and billion and $80
schedule change distributions to have billion (FY94)! There is typicly little
means greater than one, as well as a right- (In addition, sub- or no reward... for
hand skew. stantial produc- identifying relatively

Fifth Hypothesis: Given the complex tion phase cost high risk items is the
nature of the C,PS trades that occur during growth has also early development
a military program, no simple relationship occurred during phase...
will likely exist between the Milestone II this time. Pro-
date and C,PS change. duction phase cost growth is often, at least

There was negligible correlation between partially, driven by the microeconomic in-
cost change, performance change, and efficiency of the development phase C,PS
schedule change versus the Milestone II solution point.)
date. Consequently, the hypothesis cannot While it is easy to identify the cause of
be rejected given the limited correlation performance-related problems in the DoD
between C,PS change and the Milestone II systems acquisition process, it will be much
date. more difficult to create a paradigm shift to

deal with it due to the underlying incentives
that are inherent in the institutional struc-

DISCUSSION ture. Having a set of C,PS analytic trade
tools early in the program design process

The above results support the contention may aid decision makers in making ratio-
that various military systems acquisition nal decisions. However, simply possessing
policy changes instituted by the government viable trade tools will not be sufficient to
have had little success in dealing with the eliminate the problems discussed above for
underlying issues discussed above that con- two reasons.
tribute to program cost and schedule First, all military programs have C,P,S
growth. risk due to an incorrectly specified techni-

Although the average cost growth for the cal possibility surface, which results from
overall combined data set is 26 percent, the uncertainty in specifying the surface
dollar magnitude of military program cost coupled with institutional biases and pref-
growth associated with this is substantial. erences. Having C,PS trade tools or risk as-

It was only possible to confidently iden- sessment tools does not guarantee that they
tify the dollar magnitude of cost growth for will be applied in an unbiased fashion, par-
the Conrow 30 program data set (of the 48 ticularly as the U. S. Air Force Acquisition
total programs having cost change data). Process Review Team (1991) and GAO
Initial EMD phase cost estimates for the (NSIAD-91-280, 1991) stated, that both the
Conrow data set were compared to actual government and contractors routinely un-
values recorded following the completion derestimate the risk present in military pro-
of this program phase. grams.
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In the worst case the estimated program tor program management bias favoring per-
risk is intentionally biased downward in an formance that has existed for at least the
attempt to portray the program in a more last 35 years in U. S. military systems. This
favorable light with higher level government is particularly important given the substan-
personnel. In effect, there is typically little tial dollar magnitude associated with cost
or no reward in most military programs for growth during this time. No appreciable
identifying relatively high risk items in the change in program outcomes is likely to
early development phase and furnishing the occur without a re-oriented C,PS empha-
information to higher level government per- sis.
sonnel, since it increases the odds of adverse The economic theory and statistical re-
impacts on personnel, funding cutbacks, or sults in this paper directly address govern-
program cancellation. ment and contractor preferences, interac-

Second, the government and contractor tions, and outcomes for the United States
decision makers are typically "graded" DoD systems acquisition process. The same
much more strictly on whether or not pro- preferences, interactions and outcomes also
gram performance objectives are met ver- exist for highly classified ("Black") pro-
sus meeting cost and schedule objectives, grams, as well as NASA space programs,

Identifying and managing prospective given the structure of their acquisition pro-
cost drivers and trading-off schedule in an cess. For example, the GAO (NSIAD-93-

attempt to man- 78, 1993) found "no major difference be-
...placng equal or near age risk is cur- tween the cost, schedule, and performance
equal emphasis on rently required results of the special access acquisition pro-
meeting program cost by DoDD 5000.1 grams it sampled and those of non-special
and schedule, as well as (1991), but it is access DoD programs". The GAO
performance objectives, insufficient given (NSIAD-93-97, 1993) also found consider-
will be necessary... the distorted na- able cost and schedule growth for mature

ture of military NASA space vehicle programs. Similar pref-
program cost and schedule versus perfor- erences, interactions, and outcomes also
mance preferences that exist. likely exist for performance-driven large-

The wide spread cost and schedule prob- scale civilian programs (e.g., megaprojects)
lems caused by the development of perfor- (Merrow, et. al, 1979, and Myers and
mance-driven military systems will not be Shangraw, 1986).
eliminated by new acquisition trends, such The economic theory presented in this
as concurrent engineering and total quality paper can be adapted to represent the mili-
management, unless they are specifically re- tary or commercial systems acquisition pro-
oriented to address the changes needed to cess of other countries. For example, the
correct underlying government and contrac- microeconomic framework has been ap-
tor institutional biases, preferences, and in- plied to the former Soviet Union military
teraction dynamics, coupled with an uncer- systems acquisition process. Extension of
tain technical possibility surface. the microeconomic theory to predict likely

In summary, placing equal or near equal systems acquisition outcomes for other
emphasis on meeting program cost and countries, such as Japan or Sweden, can be
schedule, as well as performance objectives, readily accomplished given a modest
will be necessary in order to eliminate the amount of information.
strongly ingrained government and contrac-
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TECHNOLOGY APPROACH:
DoD VERSUS BOEING

(A COMPARATIVE STUDY)
A. Lee Battershell

This is an analysis of different approaches in the use of technology by Boeing
and DoD to determine how they may have affected development time for the
C-17 and the Boeing 777. Boeing's focus on cost, schedule, performance,
and market competition is contrasted to DoD's focus on performance. The
paper concludes that the mere existence of a technology should not obscure
(a) the impact its maturity may have on program cost and risk, (b) whether it
will meet a real need of the user as opposed to a gold plated one, and (c)
whether the added development time it may require could pose unanticipated
problems for the customer, or even result in fielding an obsolete weapons
systems.

The advantage we had in Desert A hat are the differences in the way
Storm had three major components.• private industry and Government
We had anthr e mj copoents. W approach technology when devel-
Wehadanadvantage in pean e oean an aoping planes? Why does the Government
advantage in readiness, and an ad- take longer than the private sector to de-
vantage in technology... We need to vlpapae
preserve that part of the industrial velop a plane?
preserwhichwillgive tt p ar theindrial There's a perception that high technol-
base which will give us a technologi- ogy included in military planes contributes
cetaly a fDv entge. (W MPercry, S- significantly to the typical 11 to 21 years
retary of Defense) (Mercer and (DiMascio, 1993) it takes the Department

of Defense (DoD) to develop, produce, and

deploy new military aircraft. To learn if it is
...technology must earn its way on to the technology that takes so long, this study
a Boeing [commercial] plane... In exlrstewyBinadDo ap

short, our R&D efforts will continue explores the way Boeing and DoD ap-
to be customer-driven, not technol- proached technology in developing the
tobecusom-driven , (Ph onoit, tehno- Boeing 777 and the military C-17. One rea-
ogy-driven (Philip Condit, Boeing son for selecting the C-17 is that it does not
president, 1994). have the complex weapons systems inher-
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ent in fighters or bombers, and yet it still more efficient, and to change the culture
took more than 14 years to develop and of our nationalbureaucracy away from com-
deliver. In contrast, it took little more than placency and entitlement toward initiative
four years to develop and deliver an opera- and empowerment..." (Gore, 1993).
tional Boeing 777. The late Secretary of Defense Les Aspin

directed a "Bottom-Up Review" of DoD to
identify cost savings and improve efficiency

WHAT IS TECHNOLOGY? and effectiveness. In his final report Aspin
said: "We must restructure our acquisition

According to Webster's Dictionary, tech- system to compensate for the decline in
nology is defined as "...an applied science available resources for defense investment
that includes the study of industrial arts one and to exploit technological advances in the
can apply toward practical use" (Guralnik, commercial sector of our economy more
1980). Technology is a method or process effectively..."(Aspin, 1993).
for handling a specific technical problem. Studies of DoD acquisition over the past
By contrast, natural science is: ...the study 25 years reveal that (a) DoD's way of doing
of knowledge to understand the nature of business resulted in programs that spanned
the subject matter which is being studied. 11 to 21 years (DiMascio, 1993), and that
Its purpose is for the sake of understand- (b) by the time the weapon systems were
ing-the application or usefulness may not finally delivered the technology was out-
be self evident at that time. Technology is dated. Significantly, the lengthy time to de-
the application of scientific breakthroughs velop weapon systems was also directly
(Goldberg, 1995). When one speaks of a linked to a doubling of the costs originally
technology breakthrough, one is defining a planned (Gansler, 1989). Based on this past
new process or method for application of a performance one might expect higher costs
scientific breakthrough. in the future. Unfortunately, the ongoing

process of federal deficit reduction rules out
increased military spending. DoD must

NEED FOR CHANGE learn not only to maintain the technologi-
cal superiority of the American military, but

The Department of Defense is coping learn to do so in less time and at less cost.
with reduced resources and a changing
world. At home, the American public con- Assumptions
tinues to demand that its government be- Jacques Gansler warned against DoD's
come more efficient, prompting Vice Presi- continuing preoccupation with technology
dent Al Gore to initiate a National Perfor- without consideration of cost. Substitute
mance Review to: "...make the entire fed- schedule for cost, and one could say the
eral government both less expensive and same is true for time. As Gansler writes:

Ms. Battershell is a Research Fellow at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAF)
in Washington, D.C. Prior to her work at ICAF, she was Director, Pentagon Liaison Office,
Air Force Audit Agency. She holds a Master of Science in National Resource Strategy and
a certificate from the Senior Acquisition Course, Defense Acquisition University. She is a
Certified Acquisition Professional Program Manager and a Certified Acquisition Profes-
sional Financial Management Comptroller.
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Until the DoD introduces afford- the Boeing 777 or the Office of Secretary
ability [and schedule] constraints of Defense (OSD). Additional conversa-
into its requirements process and tions with senior leaders at Boeing, the Air
shifts from a design-to-performance Force, and DoD revealed their approaches
approach to more of a design-to-cost to technology use and their perceptions.
[and design-to-schedule] approach,
it will procure fewer and fewer
weapon systems each year, and even- THE BOEING APPROACH
tually the United States will not have
enough modern systems to present The 777 causes me to sit bolt upright
a credible defense posture (Gansler, in bed periodically. It's a hell of a
1989). [parenthetical material added gamble. There's a big risk in doing
to original] things totally different. (Dean

Thornton, President, Boeing Coin-
It should not take 21 years to develop mercial Airplane Group, 1992)

and deliver a weapon system nor should (Main, 1992)
advanced technology cost as much as it
does. Gansler points out that performance Boeing professed a belief that one
has improved in commercial as well as the must approach technology with an
defense industry because of technology, eye toward utility.. .it must earn its
"...however, in the defense world costs have way on... (Condit, 1994)
risen along with performance." Compara-
tively, "...commercial computers, televi- Boeing's conservative approach was il-
sions, and other items that use similar tech- lustrated in the 1970s and 1980s when it
nology have improved dramatically in per- decided not to include in its 767 more ad-
formance and gone down dramatically in vanced systems such as fly-by-wire, fly-by-
price," (Gansler, 1989) and don't take as light, flat panel video displays, and advanced
long to produce. propulsion systems (Holtby, 1986). Even

though the technology existed, Boeing did
Methodology not believe it was mature enough for the

This paper is a comparative analysis of 767. Boeing also used what Gansler defines
the way Boeing and DoD used technology, as a design-to-cost constraint. After Boeing
The problem was to determine whether a defines a program it evaluates cost before
difference in DoD's approach to technol- going into production. Its cost evaluations
ogy contributed to the length of time it took include trade offs of performance, technol-
to develop the C-17. This study is based on ogy, and manufacturing investments
written works (published and unpublished), (Boeing undated).
interviews, and observances. In the 1990s Boeing included in its 777

Research for this report was primarily (a) fly-by-wire, (b) advanced liquid-crystal
focused on the DoD C-17 and the Boeing flat-panel displays, (c) the company's own
777. It included an extensive review of lit- patented two-way digital data bus (ARINC
erature and interviews. The literature re- 629), (d) a new wing the company adver-
view encompassed studies, laws, standards, tised as the most aerodynamically efficient
and articles relating to various approaches airfoil developed for subsonic commercial
to technology, their focuses and parameters. aviation, (e) the largest and most powerful
The interviews were conducted with indi- engines ever used on a commercial airliner,
viduals who were or had been involved with (f) nine percent composite materials in the
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airframe, and (g) an advanced composite for the C-17, was the company that success-
empennage (Mulally, 1994). Boeing also fully installed it on the 777 (Woolsey,
invested in new facilities to test the 777 avi- 1994)-but not without problems.
onics (Proctor, 1994), and to manufacture Boeing could not assemble and integrate
the composite empennage (Benson, 1995). the fly-by-wire system until it solved prob-
Did Boeing push the technology envelope lems with the ARINC 693 databus, the
for the 777? Philip Condit, Boeing presi- AIMS-driven Flight Management System,
dent, said those were technology improve- and the software coding. Solving these prob-
ments, not technology breakthroughs. He lems took more than a year longer than
used fly-by-wire technology to illustrate: Boeing anticipated. In order to maintain its

schedule, Boeing did as much as it could
Fly-by-wire is interesting and you can without the complete system, then it used
isolate it. But if you step back, our red-label' systems during flight tests. Fi-
autopilots are fly-by-wire and always nally, the Federal Aviation Administration
have been. We've given it a little bit (FAA) certified the last link, the primary
more authority [in the 777]. The 737 flight computer, in March, 1995. In April,
right from the start had what we 1995 the FAA certified the 777 as safe
called a stick steering mode in which (Acohido, 1995).
you moved the control wheel to
make inputs to the auto pilot. Fly- Technical Problems
by-wire. The 757 Pratt Whitney en- While Boeing may not define its 777 avi-
gine was completely electronically onics problems as pushing the technologycontrolled.., it makes neat writing, oispolm spsigtetcnlg
but it's not an order of magnitude envelope, Boeing did push the envelope onchange. Designing the airplane with its design and manufacturing process, andcnge. mock-upnddoing ith airpllon c - its propulsion. As Condit said, "Designing
nthe airplane with no mock-up and doing it

puter was an order of magnitude thaipaewhnomc-pndongtputner was(anorder of) mall on computer was an order of magnitude
change (Condit, 1994). change." When one is the first to use a tech-

One only has to review the history of air- nology in a new way, one can expect prob-
ane t nonloy h lems. Assuming that Boeing is conservative

plane technology during the 1980s to see

that Condit is right. Airbus and McDonnell in its approach, one must ask why Boeing

Douglas included fly-by-wire on the A340 went from computer design to build with

(Nelson, 1994) and the C-17, respectively, no mock-up, and why it used new, large,

during the 1980s, and both experienced high-performance engines.

problems. Boeing was able to learn from the
mistakes of Airbus and McDonnell Dou- Computer and Aircraft Design
glas (Woolsey, 1994), and it had the advan- CATIA (Computer assisted three-di-
tage of using new high-powered ultrafast mensional interactive application) is the
computer chips that increased throughput. computer application that Boeing used to
In fact Honeywell, the company that design the 777 and improve its manufactur-
McDonnell Douglas dismissed because it ing process (Benson, 1994). Jeremy Main
couldn't produce the fly-by-wire fast enough best described the reasons Boeing changed

'A red-label system signifies that the system is still in the development and testing phase. A black-label
system signifies that hardware and software are finished and ready for production.
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its way of design and manufacture using service problems of its 747 (Proctor, 1994).
CATIA in his article,Betting on the 21st Cen- After a lot of research and deliberation, the
tury Jet. company decided to use computer aided

technology more extensively and change its
...as a designer, Boeing is preemi- design and manufacturing approach in or-
nent... I have great respect for them, der to improve its service. Yet, even though
but they have a long way to go in CATIA and the team approach eventually
manufacturing. Therefore, to stay on proved worthwhile, there were problems.
top, Boeing must find ways of build- Boeing encountered problems in adjust-
ing planes better. If Boeing's new ing to 100 percent computer-aided aircraft
approach to design works, the 777 design. Not only was this a technology
will be an efficient, economic plane change, it was a cultural change. Condit said
with a lot fewer bugs than new planes engineers were reluctant to let others see
usually have. As a result, Boeing their drawingsbefore theywere 100 percent
could save the millions it usually complete (Condit, 1994). Ronald A.
spends fixing design problems dur- Ostrowski, Director of Engineering for the
ing production and after the plane 777 Division, said one of the initial chal-
has been delivered to the airlines lenges was to:
(Main, 1992).

...convert people's thinking from 2-

Boeing's decision to use CATIA in con- D to 3-D. It took more time than we
junction with a team concept emerged pri- thought it would. I came from a pa-
marily as a means of cutting costs after per world and now, I am managing a
analysis revealed that the predominant cost digital program (Woolsey, 1994).
drivers were rework on the factory floor and
down-stream changes. The teams that The software also had problems and de-
Boeing calls design/build teams include rep- velopment costs ballooned slightly over
resentatives from nearly every Boeing func- budget because of CATIA. Boeing CEO
tion involved in producing the transport, Frank Shrontz said "It was not as user
plus customers and suppliers (O'Lone, friendly aswe originally thought" (Woolsey,
1991). 1994).

Typically, engineers were still designing CATIA and design/build teams were new
when manufacturing began, and they kept methods for applying technology that
making changes as problems subsequently pushed the envelope and could have im-
came to light on the factory floor, on the pacted Boeing's delivery schedule. Instead
flight line, and even in the customer's hands of allowing a possible schedule slip and late
after the plane was delivered. For example, delivery to its United customer, Boeing de-
when Boeing delivered the 747-400 to cided to apply more resources, spend the
United in 1990, it had to assign 300 engi- extra money, overcome its problems, and
neers to get rid of bugs that it hadn't spot- deliver its 777 on schedule. While Boeing
ted earlier (Main, 1992). United was not did not state how much it spent, in April
happy with Boeing's late delivery of the 747, 1992 Fortune analysts identified $3 billion
nor with the additional costs the airline sus- (Main, 1992) set aside for research and de-
tained in rescheduling flights and compen- velopment (R&D) for the 777. In April
sating unhappy customers as a result of 1994, an editorial in Aviation Week and
maintenance delays. Boeing was deeply Space Technology estimated that final R&D
embarrassed by delivery delays and initial costs for the 777 approached $5.5 billion
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(AW&ST, 1994). Based on the analysts it went together smoother than any
evaluations one could conclude that actual floor grid of any size that we've ever
R&D costs were approximately $2 billion built in Wichita (Benson, 1995).
over planned costs. But, as Alan Mulally,
the Senior Vice President for Airplane De- Engines
velopment and Definition said: Three top companies will supply engines

for the Boeing 777: Pratt & Whitney, Gen-
In our business it's very rare that you eral Electric, and Rolls Royce. The aircraft
can move the end point... When you was designed for two engines that are
make a commitment like we made billed as:
they [United] lay out their plans for
a whole fleet of airplanes so it's a big ...the largest and most powerful ever
deal. They'll have plans to retire old built, with the girth of a 737's fuse-
airplanes. We could have stretched lage and a thrust, or propulsive
it out but it just seemed best to us to power, of between 71,000 and 85,000
keep the end date the same and add pounds compared with about 57,000
some more resources (Mulally, pounds of the latest 747 engine. Key
1994). factors in this performance are new,

larger-diameter fans with wide-chord
The wisdom of Mulally's decision was fan blade designs and by-pass ratios

proven a thousand times over. The wing ranging from 6-to-1 to as high as 9-
assembly tool built by Giddings & Lewis in to-1. The typical by-pass ratio for
Janesville, Wisconsin, and the world's larg- today's wide-body jet engines is 5-to-
est C-frame riveting system built by Brotje 1. Pratt & Whitney is furnishing the
Automation of Germany, were both run in PW4000 series of engines, General
Seattle on programs generated by the Electric is offering the GE90 series
CATIA (Benson, 1995). Engineers designed and Rolls-Royce is offering the Trent
parts and tools digitally on CATIA to verify 800 series of engines (Donoghue,
assembly fit. In Kansas, Boeing's Wichita 1994).
Division built the lower lob, or belly, of the
777s nose section using CATIA and digital Boeing's success at getting these three
preassembly. In Japan the skins of the air- companies to produce engines never before
frame were built using CATIA generated produced represent a dramatic change from
programs. Workers at all plants marveled the time when the federal government was
at the way all the parts built by different the leader in technology. For example in the
people all over the world fit together with 1960s General Electric didn't want to risk
almost no need for rework (Benson, 1995). the cost and time to develop a high-bypass
Charlie Houser, product line manager at jet engine for the 747. General Electric was
Wichita, said it best: content to let a military development pro-

gram, the C-5A, absorb the cost and time
CATIA and digital preassembly let associated with enhancing high-bypass jet
us find areas of potential interfer- engine technology (Newhouse, 1982). For
ence before we started production. the 777 Boeing not only pushed for new,
The individual assemblies fit to- more powerful engines, it also pushed for
gether extremely well, especially the early approval from the Federal Aviation
passenger floor. That assembly in- Administration for the plane to fly over
cludes composite floor beams, and oceans (called ETOPS: extended-range
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twin-engine operations) (Mintz, 1995). gine worked perfectly (Kandebo, 1993).
Normally, the FAA first certifies a twin-

engine plane for flights of not more than Summary of the Boeing Experience
one hour from an airport, then two hours, Boeing looked at its investment in the
and finally, after a couple year's service, a 777 and its manufacturing process from a
full three hours so the plane could fly any- tactical and strategic view. It was commit-
where in the world. The 767, powered by ted to a successful 777 that would serve its
Pratt & Whitney JT9D-7R4D/E turbofan customers and protect its market share
engines, became the first Boeing twin to win against competition for 50 years into the
120-minute approval in May, 1985, but not future. Boeing was also committed to
until after it had flown for two years changing and improving its manufacturing
(Woolsey, 1991). Jerry Zanatta, Director, process using the power of computers so it
777 Flight Test Engineering, pointed out could improve quality and cut costs well into
that engines are so reliable today an air- the 21st century. As a result Boeing man-
plane could travel on only one engine. agement and its Board of Directors were
Flying with two engines allows redundancy focused on what they had to do to make it
that a pilot wants in order to ensure safety all happen. They were willing to commit
of flight. Flying with more than two engines Boeing resources toward overcoming po-
only increases fuel cost and operating costs tential challenges that included computer
unnecessarily. (Zanatta, 1994) and process technology.

Why did Boeing push propulsion tech- When Boeing underestimated the chal-
nology? The answer is competition. lenge of the design-build concept using
Boeing's customer airlines are concerned CATIA, it could have stretched the sched-
about operating costs and a two-engine ule to spread additional costs over a longer
plane costs much less to operate than a time period. But that would have meant
three- or four-engine plane. Boeing's com- missing the delivery date to United for the
petition, Airbus, has a twin-engine plane first 777. Boeing management made a con-
(A330) (Duffy, 1994) that competes favor- scious decision to continue and learn on its
ably with the 777. If Boeing can't deliver, first block of 777s so that all future aircraft
the Airbus can. Still, producing a new en- could benefit.
gine was not without its problems. For ex- We could have stretched it out, but
ample the Pratt and Whitney engine had it just seemed best to us to keep the
performed perfectly in the testing labora- end date the same and add some
tory; but on its first test flight in November, more resources (Mulally 1994).
1993, it backfired several times.

The engine backfired because of differ-
ences in the rates of thermal expansion be- THE DoD APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY
tween the interior components of the en-
gine and the compressor case. The case Technology on the C-17 was not as
expanded faster than actively cooled in- well defined as some would have us
terior engine components creating a believe (Brig.Gen. Ron Kadish,
space between the blades and the case. 1994).
After the first flight, engineers changed
the software commands that direct the I was shocked in the Fall of 1992 to
variable blade angle of the first four com- discover that this airplane was being
pressor stages to reduce the temperature produced from paper, that they did
of the air inside. On the next flight the en- not have a CAD/CAM system. That
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they had never had a CAD/CAM McDonnell Douglas did not develop new
system (Gen. Ronald Fogleman, technologies for the C-17, the way in which
1995). the technologies were used was new. The

C-17 was a new cargo airlifter dependent
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown jus- on a complex integrated avionics system to

tified using a fixed-price incentive contract reduce the aircrew size to two pilots and a
to produce the C-17 for two reasons: (a) cargo loadmaster. By comparison the C-141
Congress and President Carter wanted to and the C-5 use two pilots, a navigator for
eliminate cost-plus contracts in order to tactical and airdrop missions (C-141 only),
reduce excessive overruns (Hopkins, 1993), two flight engineers, and two cargo load-
and (b) all the technology for the C-17 was masters when carrying passengers (Moen
already proven. The Advanced Medium and Lossi, 1995). Also, using STOL capa-
STOL Transport (AMST) prototypes bility on a plane expected to fly 2,400 nau-
proved short-field take off and landing tical miles (NM) with a 172,200-pound pay-
(STOL) could work and all hardware and load to include outsized cargo was much dif-
software was off-the-shelf (Smith, 1993). ferent than using STOL on a plane expected
The Air Force request for proposal stated to fly a 400-mile radius with a 27,000-pound
that "...Undue complexity or technical risk payload. The plane would require a new
will be regarded as poor design..." (Johnson, wing and, as John Newhouse points out in
1986). After McDonnell Douglas won the his book, The Sporty Game, "...there is more
competition, this theme was carried over technology in the wing than in any other part
into the C-17 technical planning guide: of an airframe ...production schedules are

keyed to wings" (Newhouse, 1982). The dif-
The C-17's systems are straightfor- ferences in design between a tactical STOL
ward in design, are highly reliable, and a strategic STOL were the catalysts that
and represent current technology, caused schedule slips and cost money.
For example, a version of the C-17's
engine has been proven in commer- Advanced Medium STOL Transport
cial airline service since 1985. New- The AMST was the genesis for the C-17.
technology systems, like the onboard In 1971 the Air Force contracted both
inert gas generating system Boeing and McDonnell Douglas to build a
(OBIGGS), are used onlywhere they prototype that, in the words of Gen.
offer significant advantages over pre- Carlton, was "really a miniature C-5"
vious methods....Avionics and flight (Kennedy, undated) to transport cargo in-
controls that include computer-con- theater. The plane was to fly a 400 NM
trolled multifunction displays and radius mission, carry 27,000 pounds, and
head-up displays enable the aircraft land on short runways using short land-
to be flown and all its missions ac- ing and take-off (STOL) technology.
complished with a flight crew of only McDonnell Douglas' YC-15 and Boeing's
two pilots and one loadmaster YC-14 prototypes successfully demon-
(McDonnell Douglas, 1993). strated powered lift technology in 1975

that met mission requirements (Kennedy,
However, the C-17 experience revealed undated). In March, 1976, the Air Force

what studies conducted during the AMST Chief of Staff Gen. David C. Jones asked
had proven and Kadish had pointed out- Air Force Systems Command to see if it was
"the technology was not as well defined as possible to use a single model of the AMST
some would lead us to believe." Although for both strategic and tactical airlift roles,
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and if it was possible to develop non-STOL foot-long cargo compartment. This
derivatives of the AMST prototype to meet would permit routinely carrying the
strategic airlift missions (Jones, 1976). It ap- M-60 tank and single item payloads
pears that this strategic study originated up to 112,500 pounds, or 14 463L
with a note from the Chairman of the Joint cargo pallets, for distances up to
Chiefs of Staff, Gen. George S. Brown, that 3,000 NM without refueling. In this
asked "Is it practical to have an AMST with particular example, it would be nec-
a slightly higher box pick up much of the C- essary to increase... YC-15 wing area
5 outsized load for Europe-with air refu- 69 percent and gross weight 115 per-
eling as necessary?" (Lemaster, 1976). cent... (Larsen, 1976).

Gordon Taylor and Gordon Quinn from
the Aeronautical Systems Division at On December 10, 1979, Program Man-
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, agement Directive (PMD) No. R-Q 6131(3)
were leaders in a conceptual design analy- formally cancelled the AMST program. On
sis to determine if DoD could use the that same day PMD No. R-C 0020(1) pro-
AMST for strategic missions. The analysis vided formal direction and guidance for
included reviewing the ability to carry the activities leading to Full Scale Engineering
M-60 Main Battle tank, weighing 110,000 Development of the C-X. PMD R-C
to 117,000 pounds, on a routine basis with 0020(1) directed that the C-X skip Mile-
ranges from 2,000 NM, 3,000 NM, and 4,000 stone I and the Demonstration and Valida-
NM. Taylor and Quinn concluded that us- tion phase because "...the new aircraft will
ing a derivative aircraft in a routine stra- use existing technology... since the Air Force
tegic airlift role would increase AMST had demonstrated and proved advanced
weight and cost significantly. To restruc- technology concepts and operational util-
ture the AMST from a tactical to a stra- ity in the AMST program" (Johnson, 1986).
tegic program would require full-scale de-
velopment (a larger wing, heavier struc- Changing Payload Requirements
ture, and different aerodynamics). Even Payload requirements changed at least
in a non-STOL capacity the wing was the five times over the life of the C-17. Begin-
major airframe component that the study ning in 1981 the request for purchase asked
said must undergo considerable change for a STOL plane that could carry a pay-
(Taylor and Quinn, 1976). In May 1976, load of 130,000 pounds (AMC, 1993).
Brig.Gen. Philip Larsen, Deputy Chief of McDonnell Douglas claimed it could pro-
Staff, Systems, Air Force Systems Com- duce a STOL plane that could carry 172,200
mand, wrote: pounds 2400 miles (Johnson, 1986). When

the contract was awarded in 1982, the pay-
It would not be cost effective to in- load requirements were changed to 172,200
corporate a STOL capability in a pounds (AMC, 1993). DoD did not evalu-
strategic airlift derivative aircraft. A ate the cost to grow from a payload of
strategic derivative could employ a 130,000 pounds to 172,200 pounds. In 1988
less complex conventional flap sys- DoD changed the payload requirement
tem which would permit CTOL [con- from 172,200 pounds to 167,000 in order to
ventional takeoff and landing] op- accommodate the addition of a 4-pallet
erations from an 8,000 foot hard sur- ramp and OBIGGS that added 5,000
face runway under sea level standard pounds additional weight to the aircraft
day conditions. The aircraft would be (Snider, 1992). In 1991 Gen. Hansford
stretched eight feet to provide a 55- Johnson, MAC Commander, reduced the
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payload requirements from 167,000 pounds 3,200-mile range... The original re-
to 160,000 pounds because the kinds of quirement set in the early 1980s was
equipment MAC needed to haul over es- for a 130,000-pound payload, the
sential routes-from West Coast bases to weight of an M-1 tank then....this
Hickam AFB, Hawaii, and from East Coast specification is now not considered
bases to Lajes airfield in the Azores-did the most critical. It was linked to the
not require a plane with a 167,000-pound Cold War goal of transporting 10
capacity. He said: Army divisions to Europe in 10 days,

rather than how to deal with the

This was not a reassessment of re- types of regional contingencies the
quirements as much as it was a re- Pentagon now is focusing on in its
finement of the original require- planning. An absolute critical leg for
ments... McDonnell Douglas, in us in this new world we are living in
competing for the contract, offered is how much can this airplane carry
more than what MAC needed....All 3,200 miles.... So we established a
of us, being eager to do more, said 110,000-pound payload threshold at
sure, we'll write the specs at the the 3,200-mile range which did not
higher level (Morrocco, 1991). exist before.. .the aircraft meets that

goal and is projected to exceed it.
In January 1995, DoD, Congress, and Sticking to the original specification

McDonnell Douglas agreed to decrease the would have required switching to
payload requirement even more. If the C- more powerful engines (Morrocco,
17 were to carry a 160,000-pound payload 1994).
using short-field take-off and landing capa-
bility with the weight of the plane and the On January 17, 1995, the Air Mobility
required fuel, it needed more powerful en- Commander, Gen. Robert Rutherford, de-
gines. Pratt & Whitney and Rolls Royce, clared the C-17 a success when he certified
had produced more powerful engines, but it operationally capable (McDonnell Dou-
the Under Secretary of Defense for Acqui- glas, 1995). It's worth noting, however, that
sition, John M. Deutch, said changing to the program did not begin to overcome
more powerful engines was too costly. He technology problems until after top-level
preferred to reduce payload specifications commitment was apparent from principals
rather than change engines, especially since like Deutch (Defense Week, 1995) and
the C-17 did not need to carry a greater Fogleman. Fogleman essentially said this is
payload to perform its mission (Morrocco, nonsense, ... we don't need that much pay-
1994). Fogleman said that DoD "...allowed load capability..." (Fogleman, 1995), and
the plane to be over spec'd unnecessarily.... Deutch arranged a settlement with
We didn't need a plane to carry a 172,200- McDonnell Douglas that allowed perfor-
pound payload then and we don't need a mance trade-offs and help with computer
plane to carry 160,000 pounds now" (CAD/CAM) technology. McDonnell
(Fogleman, 1995). Douglas, in turn, put their best people on

the job to produce a technically proficient
An absolute critical leg for us in this airplane (Morrocco, 1994). As a result of
new world we are living in is how technology trade-offs and top manage-
much can this airplane carry 3,200 ment commitment from both DoD and
miles...we established a 110,000- the contractor, the C-17 exceeded its
pound payload threshold at the schedule during 1994 and met mission
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requirements in 1995. redundant electronic flight control system,
and delays in the mission computer software

Technical Problems and flight control software (Hopkins and De

One might say that design problems and Keyrel, 1993).

planning problems were at the root of tech- In 1987, after McDonnell Douglas

nical problems that added time to develop- missed delivery of the first test aircraft, DoD

ment of the C-17. The underlying problem reduced funding during budget reductions

was that the players underestimated the and moved delivery schedule for the first

technical challenges. Roger A. Panton, test aircraft three years to the right (to July,
Chief of Engineering at the C-17 System 1990) (Mastin, 1994). In addition, in Janu-

Program Office at Wright Patterson AFB, ary 1988, Congress deducted $20 million

said "Our primary technical problem with from the C-17 during its budget review, but

the C-17 was integration. We grabbed too invited DoD to ask for reprogramming of

much off the shelf and tried to put it to- funds (SAF/AQ, 1989). DoD declined.

gether" (Panton, 1994). Critical off-the-
shelf technology included fly-by-wire, ad- Flight Control System
vanced materials, engines, software, and the McDonnell Douglas changed to an elec-
powered lift that the McDonnell Douglas tronic flight-control system to prevent the
YC-15 prototype demonstrated in 1975. plane from entering into a deep stall

The Defense Science Board added in a (Hopkins and De Keyrel, 1993). Wind tun-
December 1993 report that lack of com- nel testing revealed that the C-17 design
puter aided design and engineering changes caused deep stall characteristics. In 1987 the
contributed to production delays (Defense Sperry Corporation (the flight-control sub-
Science Board, 1993). Deutch summarized contractor) told McDonnell Douglas that
some of the most glaring weaknesses as: (a) the mechanical flight control system could
technical risks involved in flight test soft- not prevent pilots from putting the airplane
ware and avionics integration; (b) structural into an irreversible stall (ASD/AF/C-17,
deficiencies in the wings, flaps and slats; and 1987). After confirming that the aircraft
(c) uncertainty of flight test program re- configuration and the mechanical flight con-
quirements (Morrocco, 1993). trol system could allow the aircraft to enter

an uncontrollable stall during certain tacti-
Avionics Integration cal maneuvers, Douglas directed Sperry to

Avionics is a term that covers the change the mechanical flight control to a
myriad of ultrarefined electronic fly-by-wire system (Smith, 1993). During
devices on which modern airplanes this same period Honeywell, Incorporated,
rely... (Newhouse, 1982). purchased the Sperry Corporation.

In June 1989, Honeywell officials estab-
On the C-17 that includes the flight con- lished April 25, 1991, as the new delivery

trol system and the mission computer. In- date for flight qualified software. The addi-
tegration of the mission computer and elec- tional delay added four years from the time
tronic flight control system was one of the Douglas first asked for the system change
three critical paths leading to first flight until delivery (1987-1991). Even though
(Smith, 1990). The first test flight of the C- Honeywell successfully completed an inter-
17, September 15, 1991, was behind sched- face control document (ICD) in July 1989,
ule (Smith, 1991) because of problems that showing how the electronic flight control sys-
included changing from a standard me- tem (EFCS) interacted with subsystems, the
chanical flight control system to a quadruple additional delay was too much. Brig.Gen.
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Michael Butchko, Air Force C-17 Program opment effort (Thomas, 1990).
Manager, convinced Douglas Aircraft to hire McDonnell Douglas subcontracted a
General Electric (GE) for development of a majority of software for the C-17 to subcon-
similar system as a precautionary measure tractors and suppliers. During this process
(Hopkins and De Keyrel, 1993). Douglas Douglas did not specify a specific computer
ended Honeywell's contract for the EFCS in language, which resulted in software for the
July 1989 (Thomas, et al., 1990). GE deliv- C-17 in almost every known language of the
ered the version 1 software for integration time (AW&ST, 1992). Integration of the soft-
testing in October, 1990 (Thompson, 1991). ware was a nightmare that GAO said resulted

in "...the most computerized, software-inten-
Mission Control Computer sive aircraft ever built, relying on 19 differ-

The three mission computers receive ent embedded computers incorporating
data from other systems, analyze data, per- more than 80 microprocessors and about 1.3
form calculations, and display information million lines of code" (Hopkins and De
to the pilot and copilot. The computers act Keyrel, 1993). The final software release
as the heart of the automated avionics sys- was in September, 1994 with upgrades
tem and perform functions normally done through March 1995. David J. Lynch, in his
by the flight engineer such as determining article 'Airlift's Year of Decision," said that
an estimate of position and velocity, weight in 1994 the mission computer remained
limits, airdrop, small airfield approaches, slow and did not meet the desired through-
and system management (Thomas, et al., put capacity requirements (Lynch, 1994).
1990). Each mission computer performs its John Wilson, C-17 Deputy Program Man-
calculations and then compares its results ager, acknowledged that the program office
with the solutions broadcast over the data needs to consider software improvements:
bus by the other two computers (McDonnell
Douglas, 1993). This is a tough area. The C-17 Sys-

Douglas awarded a firm-fixed-price con- tem Program Office recognizes that
tract to Delco in July, 1986, to develop the additional throughput could be ben-
mission computer (Mundell, 1990). In Au- eficial. Although the computer per-
gust 1988, an independent review team that forms the basic mission, it is slow and
included personnel from McDonnell Dou- does not meet the desired through-
glas, Hughes Electronics, and the Air Force put capacity. We are working the
concluded that Delco had not adequately area (Wilson, 1995).
accomplished system engineering and that
McDonnell Douglas had not adequately Wings
defined the mission computer system re- The wings, flaps, and slats combine with
quirements. Delco developed the mission high thrust engines and the electronic flight
computer software enough to hold a criti- control system for short take-off and land-
cal design review of the detail design in ing (STOL). Exhaust from the jet engines
April, 1989 for the first of two increments force air over wings and flaps, generating
of software, but it would not commit to a additional lift. Engines on the C-17 are
plan for completing the mission computer. mounted under the wings and large flaps
In July 1989, Douglas and Delco signed an protrude down into the exhaust stream. The
agreement that partially terminated Delco's engine exhaust is forced through the flap
contract for the mission computer sub- and down both sides of the flap, creating
system, and Douglas assumed responsibil- significant added lift. The externally blown
ity for managing the overall software devel- flap system and the full-span leading edge
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slats enable the C-17 to operate at low ap- STOL, both McDonnell Douglas and the
proach speeds for short-field landings and Department of Defense underestimated the
for airdrops (Henderson, 1990). Powered scope and cost of the effort necessary to
lift enables the C-17 to land on shorter run- reduce the aircrew size to three persons and
ways than current, large-capacity transports fly 2,400 NM with a 172,200-pound payload.
by allowing it to fly slow, steep approaches As Fogleman said, DoD "...allowed the
to highly accurate touchdown points plane to be over spec'd unnecessarily....We
(McDonnell Douglas, 1993). In October didn't need a plane to carry a 172,200-
1992, the wing failed a wing-strength test pound payload then and we don't need a
(Morrocco, 1993). Even though Air Force plane to carry 160,000 pounds now"
had reduced the maximum payload require- (Fogleman, 1995). In both cases (reducing
ments in December, 1989 from 167,000 aircrew size and requiring STOL)
pounds to 160,000 pounds at 2,400 NM, the McDonnell Douglas had to increase its use
wings were still not strong enough to handle of computerized flight controls in order to
a full payload (GAO, 1994) along with the maximize performance. In all cases lack of
fuel and structure weight at a 1.5 safety fac- experience with software caused schedule
tor. Causes of the failure included a com- delays and increased cost. In addition a
putational error in the initial design, opti- math error caused problems that prevented
mistic design assumptions, and the method the C-17 wing from passing the stress test
used to determine compression stress at 150 percent. If McDonnell Douglas had
(Huston, et al., 1993). The wing modifica- a CAD/CAM system like CATIA, it might
tions covered a large area because have detected and prevented both thestress
McDonnell Douglas used the erroneous problems and the fuel leak problems.
computation throughout the wing structure
(Smith, 1993).

The failed strength test was preceded by CONTRASTING THE DoD
persistent fuel leaks around the wing in Sep- AND BOEING APPROACHES
tember, 1991, because holes were not drilled
and fastened properly. Douglas held up de- Boeing's focus during the design and ac-
livery of Production Aircraft for nearly a quisition process was on cost, schedule, per-
month while technicians located the leaks. formance, and market competition. DoD's
Jim Berry, then Douglas vice-president and focus during the design and acquisition pro-
general manager of the C-17 program, said cess was on performance. Boeing looked at
the problems stemmed primarily from a lack the technology included in its airplane more
of production discipline and unscheduled realistically and did not try to include more
work. The failed wing-strength test and per- than the market would buy. DoD, on the
sistent fuel leaks around the wing cost other hand, gold-plated requirements by
McDonnell Douglas more than $1 billion, providing more capacity than the customer
and modifications added an additional 700 needed, and underestimated the STOL
pounds in aircraft weight (Smith, 1993). technology and cost needed to carry a

172,200-pound payload. Boeing used the
Summary of the DoD Experience CATIA computer program to help revolu-

DoD did not look at its investment in the tionize its design and manufacturing plant
C-17 from a technically strategic view, nor so that parts would fit right, and built an
did it appreciate the challenge of C-17 entirely new plant to integrate and test its
STOL technology. When DoD changed the new avionics package. Boeing's investment
mission of the tactical STOL to a strategic in infrastructure helped overcome its many
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computer and avionics problems. DoD's technology or, as with flat-panel displays,
contractor, McDonnell Douglas, designed computer-design, increased propulsion,
the C-17 on paper. McDonnell Douglas did and manufacturing processes, it uses more
not use a computer program that could have advanced technology.
identified and helped eliminate both the Jacques Gansler describes the dilemma
wing stress and the fuel leak problems, and between the Defense and commercial ap-
it did not adequately plan integration of the proach to technology in his illustration of
C-17 avionics package. a college student working in the commer-

When Boeing underestimated the time cial world versus one who works for de-
and cost to overcome technical problems fense.
in the 777 fly-by-wire and CATIA, it deter-
mined what it needed to do to correct the A typical American engineering stu-
problems. Boeing decided to meet its de- dent (graduate or undergraduate) is
livery date to United, and commit addi- taught how to design the "best sys-
tional money and resources to solve the tem." Using computers, sophisti-
technical problems. DoD, on the other cated mathematics, and all their en-
hand, upon learning that McDonnell gineering skills, these students set
Douglas could not meet its first sched- out to design systems that will
uled flight because of technical problems achieve the maximum performance.
that included software and STOL design, If they enter the commercial world,
took money away from the program and they are taught that their designs
stretched it out three years. should be modified to reduce the

Jacques Gansler in his book, Affording likely costs of production and opera-
Defense, explains how DoD's preoccupation tion. However, if they enter the de-
with technology is self defeating: fense world, they continue to use the

design practices they learned in
...the unreasonably long acquisition school, and cost-cutting becomes an
cycle (10-15 years)...leads to unnec- exercise for the manufacturer
essary development costs, to in- (Gansler, 1989).
creased "gold plating," and to the
fielding of obsolete technology If DoD continues its past preoccupation
(Gansler, 1989). with technology, it will fall behind. In the

past commercial development programs
What happens is that DoD takes so long leveraged the technology developed by

to overcome technology problems that by the military; this was certainly true for the
the time a weapon is complete, the tech- 777 fly-by-wire. However, the military is
nology is outdated. In the case of the C-17, now learning from commercial develop-
that's true. It is the most versatile up-to-date ers. The F-22 and other acquisition pro-
cargo plane the U.S. currently has, but DoD grams are using the integrated product
couldn't produce the C-17 until the tech- teams that Boeing developed in its de-
nology problems of design, fly-by-wire, sign-build approach. The F-22, the B-2,
embedded computer systems, and wing and the V-22 Osprey are all benefitting
stress were solved. As a result, Boeing com- from CATIA and the strides Boeing made in
pleted the 777 at about the same time even composite manufacturing. However, the pro-
though it was conceived several years after grams are not benefitting from Boeing's de-
the C-17. The 777 uses the same level of sign-to-cost approach.
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CONCLUSIONS took resources away and moved the deliv-
ery date out three years. As long as DoD

Did the difference in approaches to tech- overestimates the maturity of technology it
nology contribute to the length of time it wants to use, asks for more technology than
took to develop the DoD C-17 compared it needs, does not commit resources to over-
to the Boeing 777? One would have to say come technology problems in a timely man-
yes. The most telling difference was how ner, and does not require cost, schedule, and
Boeing and DoD reacted to technical prob- technology trade-offs during evolution of
lems that threatened to impact delivery the design, it will take longer to develop
dates. Boeing added more resources to weapon systems.
overcome technical problems whereas DoD
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COOPERATIVE
ACQUISITION PROJECTS

IN THE PACIFIC RIM
Richard Kwatnoski

This is the third of three related research studies of cooperative acquisition
projects conducted by DSMC. It describes the current reality of cooperative
projects in the Pacific Rim, identifies barriers to and facilitators of cooperation,
and examines similarities and differences between PACRIM and NATO-Eu-
rope projects.

i n 1992 the Defense Systems Manage- S Examine similarities and differences
ment College (DSMC) began a study between PACRIM and NATO-Eu-
of international cooperative defense rope Projects.

acquisition projects between the United
States and countries in the Pacific Rim The PACRIM study progressed in four
(PACRIM). This was the third of three re- phases employing tailored questionnaires
lated research studies of cooperative acqui- and methodology developed during the two
sition projects conducted during the past ten previous studies. The four phases are shown
years. The first and second were studies of in Table 1.
U.S. and NATO-European projects (Farr, Phase I was conducted to identify the
1985; 1992). Responding to increasing stu- PACRIM countries and projects of inter-
dent demand for information on PACRIM est. The scope of the study was then nar-
projects, DSMC took the lead for the third rowed to Australia, Japan, and South Ko-
research study. rea, as it is with these nations alone that the

The research objectives were as follows: Department of Defense (DoD) has legal
authority to enter into cooperative acquisi-

"* Describe the current reality of coop- tions. Cooperative acquisitions must be
erative projects in the Pacific Rim. jointly managed and equitably (or equally)

funded by the participating nations. They
"* Determine the prescription for suc- must also include an international Memo-

cess by identifying barriers to and fa- randum of Understanding or Agreement
cilitators of cooperation. (MOU or MOA) setting forth the terms and

conditions of the project. International
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Table 1. Study Phases and Participating Organizations

STUDY PHASES PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS

I. Establish terms of reference Office of Secretary of Defense, Defense
notes on cooperation and Security Assistance Agency,

and Service Staffs

II. Notes on cooperation Allies - Embassies

Ill. International Acquisition U.S. Project Offices
Topics

IV. International Acquisition Allies Project Offices Topics
Topics and U.S. In-Country Personnel

projects with other PACRIM nations must are shown at Table 3.
use Foreign Military Sales (FMS) proce- One of the great difficulties in a study of
dures. The projects identified for study are the prescription for project success is in de-
shown in Table 2. termining the definition of success. Early

Phases I and II of the study were corn- on in the study a simple definition was de-
bined to produce general and country-spe- veloped. Success was defined as (a) com-
cific notes on cooperation. These are cov- pleting a formal MOU, (b) obtaining fund-
ered in the next section. ing provided from the participating nations,

Phase III conducted during 1993 and (c) initiating the project, and (d) encoun-
Phase IV conducted during 1994 focused tering no withdrawal or termination due to
specifically on the PACRIM projects. Inter- unresolved problems. All the projects stud-
views were conducted with both U.S. and ied met this definition. Defining success in
allied in-country representatives of each of this way, as well as the nature of the projects
the project offices. Because questionnaires available for study, led to a focus on the very
provided to U.S. and allied project offices preliminary stages of the acquisition process.
in PACRIM were identical, and because the
questionnaires were similar to those of pre-
vious U.S. and NATO-Europe project stud- NOTES ON COOPERATION
ies, comparisons of U.S. and allied views on
cooperative acquisition is possible, as are
comparisons between PACRIM and NATO General
projects. The allied project offices visited First and foremost, it must be kept in

Mr. Kwatnoski is the Director of International Acquisition Courses at DSMC and manages
the International Defense Educational Arrangement established between DSMC and its
counterparts in France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. He is a senior member of the
acquisition corps and has written extensively for defense acquisition publications, as well
as having authored numerous DoD technical reports.
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mind that there is no equivalent to NATO lematic when it comes to cooperative ac-
in the Pacific Rim. This means that there is quisition. This was especially pronounced
none of the vast NATO-type infrastructure in our legal system (e.g., treatment of intel-
in place to support cooperative activities lectual property rights) and acquisition sys-
with Pacific Rim nations. Therefore, with tem (e.g., competition policies).
few exceptions, our cooperative acquisition
projects with Australia, Japan and South
Korea are conducted bilaterally, and will Australia
remain so for the foreseeable future. The Australia is geographically a Pacific Rim
U.S. enjoys favorable defense trade bal- nation but is heavily populated with trans-
ances with the three nations, and is pres- planted Europeans. For Americans, Austra-
sured therefore to give generous terms in lia is culturally the easiest nation to work
cooperation. Furthermore, one should not with in the Pacific Rim, if not in the world.
be fooled into stereotypical thinking. Each Further smoothing relations, Australia is
nation is different: Japan is not like Korea not viewed as a competitor to the United
and Australia is different in many ways from States, whether economically or in the de-
the U.S. Between each nation there can be fense export market. The Australian de-
enormous cultural differences, manage- fense budget is smaller than that of the U.S.
ment styles, and motivations for coopera- but proportionately larger in its expenditure
tive acquisition. One should also be aware for research. Not surprisingly, Australia
of "European Strings" that may tie seeks more cooperative projects with the
America's hands in the Pacific Rim because U.S. to develop outlets for its research tech-
of prior commitments made in European nology and to attain rational production
projects. Interestingly, there was a percep- quantities. The Australian rationale for co-
tion among the U.S. staff personnel inter- operation is to access foreign technology,
viewed that our system was the most prob- promote its own technology, realize econo-

Table 2. The Projects Studied

PROJECT MILITARY DEPARTMENT ALLIED NATION
OR DEFENSE AGENCY

Next Generation Support Air Force Japan

Fighter (aka FS-X)

Ducted Rocket Engine Army Japan

Coastal Harbor Defense Navy South Korea

Ammunition Storage Army South Korea
Technology

Digital Chart of the Defense Mapping Australia
WorldAgency

Radar Activities Air Force/Navy Australia

MK-53 Off-Board
Active Decoy (aka Nulka) Navy Australia
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Table 3. Project Organizations Visited

PROJECT U.S. ORGANIZATION ALLIED ORGANIZATION

Coastal Harbor Def. NRL, Washington, D.C. ADD, Chinhae
Ammo Storage Tech TCES, Savanna, IL ADD, Taejon

Support: JUSMAG-K

FS-X F-16 SPO, WPAFB, OH TRDI, Tokyo
Ducted Rocket Engine MICOM, Huntsville, AL TRDI, Tokyo

Support: MDAO

Radar Activities ESC, Hanscom AFB, MA JORN PMO, Canberra
Nulka TAD PEO, Crystal City, VA Nulka PO, Canberra
Digital Chart of the World DMA, Fairfax, VA Dir. of Survey - Army,

Canberra

Support: ODC

mies of scale, promote interoperability, and players in the U.S. approval process, is
encourage industrial participation that will heard. American commitment at the work-
result in a "residual" capability retained in ing level is acknowledged, but seems lack-
Australia after project completion. ing at the staff level and within the finan-

Australia explores cooperative project cial community. The "NIS syndrome" was
opportunities in a variety of ways. These mentioned: This is an Australian perception
include the structural process (attaches, that if the defense article is "not in service"
exchange officers, etc.), multilateral forums in Australia, then the U.S. is not interested.
(ABCA, TTCP. 5 Nations, etc.), senior na- Also mentioned as difficulties were the
tional representative meetings, and project great distance between the two nations, the
teams specially formed to examine the pros 12-hour time difference, differing national
and cons of the cooperative project. priorities, and the size mismatch on produc-

Australia cooperates with many nations tion rates and quantities.
besides the U.S. With New Zealand, efforts From the U.S. perspective, a long history
have been made to attain rational produc- of military cooperation, a lack of economic
tion quantities for many types of defense competition, and a common motivation for
material; so, too, with the United Kingdom, armaments cooperation pose few problems.
primarily on naval projects. Australia also Access to software source codes remains an
desires to strengthen ties with its other Pa- issue, however, though historically the U.S.
cific neighbors. There have been successes has not released these to any nation. Aus-
in joint exercises, logistics, and sales, but no tralia is a natural candidate for expanded
armaments cooperation as of this writing, cooperation.

Australians cite several difficulties in
cooperating with the U.S. The release of
technical information is often at issue. The Japan
complaint of being "ambushed by the An understanding of the potential for
many," a reference to the large number of cooperative acquisition projects with Japan
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must begin with a review and understand- 4. Enhance the growth of the Japan's de-
ing of Japanese policies regarding their de- fense industrial base and technology.
fense relationship with the United States.
These policies include the Japanese "No While Japan's indigenous research and
War" Constitution (post World War II), the development is of paramount importance,
Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement the Japanese view some cooperation with
(1954), the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty the U.S. as necessary. Although Japan re-
(1960), the Three Principles on Arms Ex- sponds to U.S. initiatives in cooperation, it
port (1967), Government Policy Guidelines seldom if ever initiates cooperative acqui-
on Arms Export (1976) and the Agreement sition projects itself.
on Technology Exchange (1983). Basically Issues that may arise in cooperation with
these policies preclude Japan from export- Japan include technology transfer and con-
ing armaments, and from sharing defense trol (especially software), differing capabili-
technology with any nation other than the ties of the U.S. and Japan defense indus-
U.S. trial bases, joint ownership of intellectual

There is an anti-military sentiment within property rights, and technology flowback.
Japan, and to further confound cooperation The last has been a persistent issue involv-
there is an anti-Japanese military sentiment ing disagreement about the meaning of na-
in neighboring Far Eastern nations. There tive Japanese technology, which Japan is re-
are also deep cultural differences between quired to provide, or flow back, to the U.S.
us, and the economic difficulties between Real cooperation is only possible with the
the U.S. and Japan are reported daily in the United States. Japan favors the Data Ex-
American press. In summary, many exter- change Agreements and the Systems &
nal factors hinder the formation of coop- Technology Forum for identifying coopera-
erative acquisition projects with Japan. tive opportunities. The future of coopera-

The Japanese Defense Agency (JDA) tive acquisition projects will be on a case-
conducts little in-house research, yet coop- by-case basis, with clear and complemen-
eration in research remains feasible be- tary motivations often lacking.
cause, unlike DoD, the JDA does not pur-
chase unlimited rights to intellectual prop-
erty associated with defense articles. How- South Korea
ever, the Japanese do favor classified agree- Recent moves toward democracy in
ments, a preference that further compli- South Korea have reduced the influence of
cates cooperation. the military, but the nation's defense indus-

The Japanese examine the possibility of try still responds to government direction.
cooperation based upon four "merits" that High technology transfers to South Korea
ask whether it is likely to: are considered in the context of a potential

conflict (or, alternately, reunification) with

1. Prove appropriate for the Japanese en- North Korea. South Korea does little pure
vironment. research, and therefore favors co-pro-

duction. All cooperative projects must have
2. Allow for improvements after procure- a ready application.

ment using Japanese technology. There are cultural differences between
Americans and Koreans: Koreans may

3. Insure that long term logistics support seem overly attentive to detail at times and
is available, to put nearly everything in writing. Yet the

cooperation of one's Korean counterparts
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can also depend on personal rapport: An- marily technology demonstration or inser-
ticipate changes to a project when changes tion projects or, alternatively, technical data
in key people occur. Not surprisingly, Ko- gathering projects. There were two excep-
reans place emphasis on social activities tions: The Japanese Next Generation Sup-
designed to build personal rapport among port Fighter (FS-X) Project is a major ac-
business acquaintances. Other helpful quisition program for Japan, although the
hints for Americans include pre-planning U.S. effort consists primarily of monitoring
to provide administrative support, includ- the flow back of technology. The other ex-
ing Korean-English translation, and pre- ception is the U.S.-Australian Nulka project
paring oneself to truely adhere to sched- (or the MK-53 Off-Board Active Decoy, as
ules. it is now called). The intent is for this project

South Korean officials view cooperative to go through development and into pro-
projects with the U.S. as easy to start but duction. Nearly all the projects are of mod-
difficult to continue. They also view the U.S. erate to high technical risk, as might be ex-
as reluctant to make cooperative projects pected in early R&D. Commercial spin-off
with South Korea work, and speak of "turn- was viewed as a possibility in half the
ing our eyes," a euphemism for a shift from projects.
Korea's commitment to defense coopera-
tion with America to cooperation with other Project Office Profiles
nations, primarily France and Germany.
However, Korea continues to seek coopera- Unlike NATO, PACRIM nations fre-

tion with the U.S. quently utilize alterntives to fully integrated

The issues that typically arise in U.S.- international program offices with oversight

South Korean cooperative projects include and guidance provided by an international
technology transfer and control, third party steering group. The favored approach in

sales, intellectual property rights, total over half the projects was a dual project
project cost and Korean cost share, and the office structure, where funds and technical
transfer of research work to a defined effort were managed in each nation, with
project. The Koreans favor Data Exchange technology and results shared regularly dur-

Agreements and the Engineer Scientist ing the life of the project. The lead nation
Exchange Program for identifying coopera- approach was the next most favored, ob-
tive projects. served in nearly a third of the projects.

There were no integrated international
project management offices in any of the

INTERNATIONAL ACQUISITION ToPics PACRIM projects. This could be attributed
to any or all of the following: a lack of

The study yielded information on the project maturity, the bilateral nature of the
following acquisition related topics, each of projects, and the stipulation attached to
which is explored in detail in this section. U.S. Cooperative Research and Develop-

ment Funds (a.k.a. Nunn Amendment
Project Profiles funds) that the U.S. portion be spent in the

All the projects in the PACRIM study U.S. While there were no integrated inter-
were research and development projects, at national project offices, three approaches
least half of which also included significant were employed to facilitate the interna-
test and evaluation. These were efforts of tional nature of the projects:
about $10-$15 million, with half of that hav-
ing procurement potential. These were pri- 1. Liaison officer: This was used with the
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Japanese FS-X project and the Austra- Table 4. Program Initiation

lian Nulka project, the latter having an Mechanisms: All Are Different

Australian liaison officer in the U.S.
project office, with no reciprocity. e Defense Security Assistance

Agency Initiative
2. In-Country support: This method was fa-

vored in the Korean projects, with the * Bilateral Forum
support provided by the Joint U.S. Mili- e Office of Secretary of Defense
tary Advisory Group. Directed

(To solve technical problem)

3. Embassy Contact: This was the approach

clearly favored with the Australian 0 Data Exchange Agreement

projects, where the embassy in Washing- 0 Senior Level Bilateral Meeting
ton plays an active role.

* Multilateral Forum
The use of an international steering - 5 Nations Meeting

group, so highly favored in NATO projects, - ABCA Forum
was used in only half the PACRIM projects.
While those who utilized a steering group
believed this structure beneficial, the oth-
ers believed that a steering group was not other motivations. One reason was to ac-
necessary. cess cooperative R&D funds. Other ration-

ales were political motivation, technical

Project Initiation benefit, and standardization goals.

The study addressed the mechanism, ra-
tionale, barriers, and facilitators for pro- Barriers to Cooperation
gram initiation, as well as an assessment of
international partner potential. Regarding Te U.S vie Arriea s very cer.
the mechanism for program initiation, the Nearly all the American project officersidentified the cumbersome MOU-MOA
surprising finding was that there was no
common approach or forum for this. As process as a barrier to cooperation. Their
Table 4 illustrates, each project began dif- specific problems or complaints took many
ferlenty. Whilustesy onea project initiaton d forms: the difficulty of obtaining staff coor-
ferently. While only one project initiationlength of
was attributable to a data exchange agree- time ofite with the less of
ment, half the project offices mentioned time associated with the process (almost
that an existing agreement greatly facili- always significantly underestimated); thetated the project, difficulty associated in one case with a

change in legal advisors, reopening an

Program Rationale MOU to negotiation; and the use of a pro-
gram MOU (for the entire R&D and pro-

Examination of the motivation of U.S. duction cycle) rather than an MOU for a
project personnel to enter into international single phase of acquisition. And one other
acquisition projects could help to identify barrier surfaced: In half the projects, ob-
future candidates for cooperation. Not sur- jections from other agencies or departments
prisingly, over half stated that a common were identified as a problem. Mentioned in
threat or need was the motivation. While order of frequency were the Defense Tech-
this is the expected answer, almost half had nology Security Administration (DTSA),
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the Departments of Commerce and State, views on what facilitates cooperation was
and finally other military departments. most revealing. One of the two most com-

The allied view identified cumbersome mon responses from allied project offices
U.S. procedures as the major barrier to co- was having a common goal. Though similar
operation. While the MOU process was to the U.S. view, the allies' perception
mentioned most frequently, the allies also seemed gauged to broader program goals,
encountered difficulties with American test- rather than the specifics of technical or op-
ing and technology release procedures. Sur- erational requirements. Another frequent
prisingly, almost half the PACRIM allies' response was trust. This was a surprise in
project offices cited out of phase national that it was the most frequent allied answer,
budget processes as being a barrier, while yet was never mentioned by U.S. project
U.S. project offices never mentioned this office representatives. This same phenom-
as a barrier. U.S. project personnel need to enon occurred during studies of European
be more sensitive to the differing budget projects (Farr, 1985; 1992), where the need
cycles of allied nations. for commitmzent was mentioned often, but

exclusively by the Europeans. This suggests
Facilitators of Cooperation a profound cultural difference between the

Not surprisingly, over half of the U.S. U.S. acquisition personnel and their allied

project office representatives focused on the counterparts regarding the value placed
project requirements as facilitators of co- upon trust and commitment necessary in an
operation. The term requirements could re- international project. Two additional an-
fer to a technical objective, operational re- swers were mentioned: complementary
quirement, specification, or number of pro- skills and technology and prior meetings,
duction units, and was not defined. Never- neither appearing on the U.S. list. It is es-
theless, clarity, stability and mutual under- sential to understand these differences to
standing of project requirements were con- attain success.
sidered to be of paramount importance.
Also cited with nearly the same frequency Potential Partners

was the commitment and support at a high Here again the differences between the
level received by the cooperative project. U.S. and allied views are revealing. When
For example, it was thought that the Ducted asked about the desirable characteristics of
Rocket Engine would have never moved a potential international partner, U.S.
forward without Office of the Secretary of project office personnel found consensus on
Defense support. Other facilitators cited only one answer: mutual interest. No other
were a perception of equitability of ben- answer appeared more than once, but the
efits, having a liaison in the partner's coun- list also included: available funds, a win-win
try, and shared program objectives. Only attitude, high level advocacy, technical ca-
one U.S. project office staff stated that they pability, commitment, a signed royalty
had no significant problems during the agreement, or a perception of urgency. One
MOU process. They gave as a reason that of the two most common allied responses
they had engaged in two years of was a common goal or need, similar to the
preplanning and technical discussion with most prevalent U.S. response. However, it
their allied counterparts under an existing came from less than a third of the project
Data Exchange Annex (DEA) prior to en- offices, and was mentioned with the same
tering the formal international negotiation frequency as complementary skills and tech-
process. nology. The latter was never mentioned by

A comparison between U.S. and allied U.S. representatives. Other responses re-
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ferred to the existence of a political alliance, the Japanese they dealt with in cooperative
past experience, proven performance and defense acquisition projects had been edu-
reliability, interoperability of defense equip- cated in the U.S. and could read English
ment, and an equal-partner mentality, very well and speak it with some difficulty.

Regarding their Korean counterparts, the
Americans saw language as a significant

INTERNATIONAL CONCERNS barrier to cooperation, while the Koreans
saw it as a lesser problem. This was ex-

An assessment of five aspects of inter- pressed by one Korean project officer:
national projects and their impact upon "Language differences are not a great prob-
Pacific Rim projects was conducted. Both lem because we speak the common lan-
the U.S. and allied views were considered. guage of science." Many South Korean sci-

entists also obtain part of their education

Geographic Separation in the U.S.

Not surprisingly the U.S. project offices
viewed geographic separation as a problem Technical Capability

with all three of the nations considered. The fourth international aspect exam-
What was unexpected was that our Austra- ined was whether differences in technical
lian, Japanese and Korean counterparts capability between the U.S. and partner
minimized the importance of this aspect. nations caused significant problems. There
They often cited modern technology eas- was a rough consensus between the U.S. and
ing this problem. First hand experience allied project offices that this was a prob-
proves the necessity of a 24-hour fax ma- lem, but not a significant one. Koreans did
chine for efficient communication. not believe this to be a problem at all. The

U.S. project office staffs believed that this
Cultural Differences was not a problem with Japan at the tech-

The U.S. project office staffs cited cul- nology level, but that the integration of

tural differences as a significant problem technologies, components and subsystems
when working with their Japanese and Ko- into a major defense system could be a con-

rean counterparts, but of minimal concern cern.

in working with the Australians. The Aus-
tralians agreed with the U.S. view. The Japa- Managerial Differences
nese saw cultural differences as a problem, The fifth and final international aspect
though not a significant one, and the Kore- examined was managerial differences.
ans said that cultural differences between There was clear consensus between U.S.
themselves and the Americans were of mini- and allied project offices that this was a
mal impact in international projects. problem area. Not a single nation indicated

that this was of minimal impact. There were
Language Differences varying degrees of concern by country. The

Not at all surprising was the agreement U.S. and Japanese project office staffs
between the Americans and Australians agreed that this was a significant problem
that language differences have a minimal area. The Americans believed this also was
impact on their cooperation. The Ameri- a significant problem for the Koreans, but
cans agreed with their Japanese counter- the Koreans did not believe it to be signifi-
parts that language was not a significant cant. The U.S. and Australian project of-
problem. Americans reported that most of fice staffs believed this to be a problem area
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between them, though not as significant as
that each had experienced with Japan. Un-
fortunately, the study did not get into the BENEFITS
specifics of the managerial differences that MODERATE
caused problems, which will remain an area 29%
worthy of additional research.

In summary, managerial differences ap-
pear to be the greatest concern in interna- M I

tional cooperative acquisition projects with .................
PACRIM nations (especially with Japan).
Differing technical capabilities also pose
some concerns. Geographic separation, cul-
tural differences, and language differences
seem to be of lesser impact. In general, the
U.S. project personnel viewed international SIGNIFICANT
concerns as posing more significant barri- 71%
ers than their allied counterparts. Most of RECEIVED BY U.S.
our allies are accustomed to obtaining de-
fense equipment from outside their own MODERATE
country, while the U.S. makes most of its 1%
purchases at home.

Requirements and Goals
An assessment of the project require-

ments and goals process was conducted.
This covered technical requirements, opera-
tional requirements, or general project
goals (or all three) agreed upon by the na-
tions involved. Although this was the most
troublesome aspect of the NATO-Europe SIGNIFICANT
projects, in the PACRIM projects the re- 86%
quirements and goals were jointly devel- RECEIVED BY PARTNER
oped and specified at the onset of the
project, user needs were apparent, and REC'D, PARTIALLY REC'D, ANTICIPATED

there were no significant problems. Perhaps
lessons have been learned from the NATO- Figure 1. Equitability
Europe projects, or perhaps it is just too
early in the acquisition cycle to detect prob-
lems with the requirements and goals. It is
also true that political pressure altered the Equitability
goals in half of the programs, but only be- Because there is a statutory requirement
fore the MOU was signed. After the expo- that international cooperative programs be
sure to the formal MOU process, require- equitable, U.S. project office staffs were sur-
ments and goals stabilized. This points to a veyed as to their opinions on the benefits
strong need for the acquisition manager to received by the U.S., as well as their per-
minimize the exposure time of the project ceptions of the benefits received by allied
to the formal MOU-MOA process. partners in the project. As Figure 1. shows,
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Figure 2. Acquisition Concerns

the benefits were perceived to be moder- needed and would have helped the early
ate to significant. Clearly the U.S. project stages of the project. The training topics
office staffs perceived equitable benefits most frequently mentioned were interna-
from the cooperation. Partner exploitation tional agreements and intellectual property
did not appear to be a problem to the rights. Also mentioned were third party
Americans as about three quarters of U.S. transfers beyond the nation participating in
project officers believed that neither part- the project, cultural aspects, foreign policy,
ner was exploited, and the remainder said and Foreign Military Sales (FMS).
it was too early to tell.

General Comparisons
Acquisition Concerns Table 5 lists some general comparisons

A general assessment was conducted of between the NATO-Europe projects from
the key areas of acquisition uncertainty as- previous studies and the Pacific Rim
sociated with these international projects. projects examined under this study. The key
This is shown in Figure 2. Especially pro- point is that the cooperative projects from
nounced were the high percentage of the two regions are considerably different.
projects experiencing impacts on cost and I conclude that anyone well versed in coop-
schedule. The areas of uncertainty are erative projects with European nations may
clearly identifiable and appear significantly need to relearn the business when working
frequent. Regrettably, there is no compa- with the Pacific Rim nations.
rable set of data for domestic acquisition
projects that might show similar problems.

FINAL THOUGHTS
International Training

An assessment of the international train- PACRIM Cooperation Is Different
ing needs of the U.S. project offices was True cooperation in acquisition projects
conducted. Fully two thirds said that it was is in its infancy in the Pacific Rim. It is
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Table S. General Comparisons

NATO-EUROPE PACIFIC RIM

Many Projects Few Projects

Growth in 70's/80's; Recently Emerging
Recent Declines

Larger RDT&E $ Smaller RDT&E $

Cooperative Development Cooperative R&D
and Production

Expect & Desire Production Intent
Production Unknown or N/A

Many Multilateral Almost Exclusively
Bilateral

Intra-European No Intra-PACRIM
Cooperation Common Projects

Mixed Political Less Political Support
Support

Significant Cultural Enormous Cultural
Differences Differences

Complex Management Lean Management
Structures Structures

Traditional Program Technical Project
Manager Coordinator

International Program Key Individual
Management Offices In-Country or

Coordination
through Embassy

Collocation No Collocation

More Use of Steering Less Use of Steering
Committee Committee

Commitment Important Trust Important
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twenty years behind our efforts with the solved under a DEA. The main restriction
NATO-Europe nations. Experience with is that a draft MOU-MOA, or similar docu-
NATO projects may be of little value in the ment cannot be tabled or even discussed
Pacific Rim. Has the U.S. defense acquisi- (DoD Directive 5530.3, 1987). I advise all
tion community learned the prescription for acquisition managers even contemplating
success in the Pacific Rim? On the one hand an international cooperative project to get
we seem less prone to canceling interna- a DEA in place as quickly as possible and
tional projects, yet on the other hand the use it as a vehicle to resolve as many issues
projects have degraded to rather simple, as possible prior to formal negotiation. In
early R&D efforts. other words, minimize your exposure time

Expectations for cooperative projects to the highly political MOU-MOA process.
with PACRIM nations should be realistic. Second and nearly as troublesome, an-
The key to future success will be to demon- ticipate objections to your international
strate commitment and build trust. I also project. These objections can come from
believe that the bilateral approach now pur- virtually anywhere to include other military
sued by the U.S. may not provide sufficient departments, other DoD agencies, and
synergy for continued cooperation. Is there other government agencies (including State,
no forum in which all the nations of the Commerce, and possibly Treasury), as well
Pacific Rim could participate to increase as the Congress.
cooperation in defense acquisition? The international acquisition manager is

a consensus builder dealing with a plethora
Anticipate Problems of nay sayers far exceeding that found in

There are key problem areas that the domestic programs. Begin coordination

acquisition manager should anticipate when early to build consensus. Advocacy is essen-

entering into a cooperative project in the tial for your international project within the

Pacific Rim. These are the known un- Office of the Secretary of Defense and the

knowns; there are no clear solutions, but services' international programs staffs. With

certain strategies can mitigate the impacts. this it will be difficult; without this impos-

First, anticipate significant problems dur- sible.

ing the formal international agreement
(MOU-MOA) process. Anticipate this to A List of Do's
result in changes to project objectives, in While international cooperative acquisi-
schedule delays and in funding problems. tion projects are fraught with pitfalls, they
These agreements are normally approved can be successful. In fact all the projects
at the highest level and seldom approved studied were considered successful, and
below the service secretary level. This vis- most or all will successfully meet their origi-
ibility inevitably attracts many organizations nal goals. Based upon this study, and the
with many conflicting agendas to the pro- years of research preceding it, I proffer the
cess. The acquisition manager's strategy is following list of do's.
to minimize the time an MOU-MOA is ex-
posed to the process. Some of these prob- 1. Concentrate on mutual benefits and
lems may be reduced with the recent needs. Always try to assess your allies'
streamlining policy promulgated by the needs, and arrange for equitable ben-
Deputy Secretary of Defense (1994). efits. While the equitability of the project

It is imperative to resolve as many issues from a strictly U.S. view will be deter-
as possible before starting to negotiate for- mined by many sources, no one in the
mally. Many technical points can be re- U.S. is responsible for looking at our
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partner's needs. The acquisition man- levels during the formal negotiation pro-
ager is normally the one who must live cess is likely to result in changes to
with the agreement and execute the in- project goals, as well as significant im-
ternational project. He or she should pacts on schedules and funding. The ac-
strive for a win-win situation, if additional quisition manager must exert every ef-
international activities are envisioned, fort to shorten exposure time by build-

ing consensus and resolving issues be-
2. Take fresh, creative approaches. Inter- fore the process formally begins.

national projects add a layer of complex-
ity to an already difficult acquisition pro- 6. Learn to be trustworthy. This was the
cess that does not readily accommodate greatest cultural divide between Ameri-
international projects. Recent initiatives cans and our allies. Trust is of great im-
and innovations may smooth out some portance to our Pacific Rim allies, but
of the difficulties. Some examples are never mentioned by Americans as an
the recent streamlining of the interna- essential element of cooperative acqui-
tional agreements process, the use of sition projects. This seems to be further
special types of agreements (such as the exhibited in the U.S. approach of ad-
umbrella and chapeau agreements) a dressing every possible contingency in
computer program to assist agreements the extraordinarily lengthy, detailed
negotiators, and the use of DEAs to re- project agreements, for which we have
solve early issues. Surely, more creativ- resorted to computer programs to de-
ity will be needed during the project ex- velop.
ecution phases, beyond just the approval
of the MOU-MOA. 7. Train and educate acquisition profes-

sionals before they start the interna-
3. Stabilize and clarify requirements. tional dialogue. It was clear during the

While requirements did not appear as study that none of the U.S. project per-
problematic as in the past studies of a sonnel had taken advantage of available
NATO-European projects, it is too soon international training. This deficiency
to tell whether this will become the has been noticed and documented be-
show-stopper as some of the projects fore (Kwatnoski, 1992). International
progress through the acquisition cycle, projects require PET: preparation, ex-
Nevertheless, even at these early stages, perience and training. The reality is that
stable, clear requirements were well rec- U.S. personnel often pull the proverbial
ognized as the primary facilitator of a "PET" rabbit out of the hat when it
cooperative project, especially by the comes to international projects. On Oc-
U.S. project personnel. tober 1, 1994, all of DSMC's three in-

ternational acquisition courses were of-
4. Prepare and coordinate up front and ficially identified as "assignment-specific

early Consensus and advocacy are es- Defense Acquisition University courses"
sential elements in all acquisition by the Under Secretary of Defense for
projects, but the level and span for in- Acquisition and Technology. It remains
ternational projects is much greater and to be seen how this will be implemented
extends beyond just the DoD. within the acquisition workforce. The

services have already expressed a desire
5. Minimize exposure time to the MOU- to send nearly 10,000 acquisition work-

MOA process. Exposure to the political force personnel to our international
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courses. I believe this will bring about a international acquisition corps person-
grass roots revolution in our ability to nel managing all of DoD's international
engage in international projects. The ul- projects and related activities.
timate solution will be to have certified
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

AABCA - American-British-Canadian- DMA - Defense Mapping Agency
Australia (Refers the standardization agree-
ment and organization comprised of these USC HaElconi ems Cm n
countries, with New Zealand as an observer.) USAF Hanscom Field, MA.

ADD - Agency for Defense Development FS-X - Fighter Support-Experimental

(Refers to the South Korean Defense (Original designation of the next-generation

Agency responsible for development of de- Japanese tactical fighter. Now designated

fense equipment.) as the Next Generation Support Fighter.)

AFB - Air Force Base JDA - Japanese Defense Agency (Equiva-
lent to the U.S. Department of Defense, but

DAU - Defense Acquisition University is not a cabinet level department.)

DEA - Data Exchange Annex (Refers to an JORN - Jindalee Operational Radar Net-
annex on a particular technical area to a work (Refers to a large Australian project
Master Data Exchange Agreement between that included the U.S.-Australian Radar

the U.S. and another nation. Allows for the Activities, or Over-the-Horizon Radar,
international exchange of scientific and Project.
technical information among scientists and
engineers.)
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JUSMAG-K- Joint U.S. Military Advisory PO - Project Office or Officer
Group - Korea (See also MDAO and ODC
as similar organizations in Japan and Aus-
tralia.) S&TF - Systems and Technology Forum (A

MDAO - Mutual Defense Assistance Of- bilateral U.S.-Japan forum for exchanging

fice (See also ODC and JUSMAG-K as technical information and identifying poten-

similar organizations in Australia and South tial cooperative projects.)

Korea.) TAD - Theater Air Defense

MICOM - Missile Command, U.S. Army, TCES - Technical Center for Explosive
Huntsville, AL. Safety, U.S. Army, Savanna, IL.

NRL - Naval Research Laboratory, Wash- TRDI - Technical Research & Develop-
ington, D.C. ment Institute, Tokyo, Japan (The research

ODC - Office of Defense Cooperation (See and development part of the Japanese De-

also MDAO and JUSMAG-K as similar or- fense Agency.)

ganization in Japan and South Korea.) TTCP - The Technical Cooperation Pro-

PEO - Program Executive Officer gram created to acquaint participating
countries-see ABCA-with military R&D

PM - Project Manager programs to promote international coop-

PMO - Project Management Office o)
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WHAT EVERY GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYEE SHOULD KNOW

ABOUT POST-FEDERAL
EMPLOYMENT RESTRICTIONS

Timothy Dakin

This paper discusses the three principal, yet conflicting, laws concerning the
post-federal employment restrictions on Government employees at present,
especially for those employees involved in the acquisition process.

eriodically, Congress has enacted Door Statute, applies only to certain former

legislation imposing various restric- Department of Defense (DoD) officers and
tions on the nature of work in which employees, and then only in limited circum-

former federal employees may engage. This stances. It provides for administrative sanc-
legislation and its implementing regulations tions against the former employee and the
has created a patchwork quilt of inconsis- company employing that person's services
tent requirements and uneven enforcement. after leaving the government. The third stat-
Nor has the recent Federal Acquisition ute, 41 United States Code §423, the Pro-
Streamlining Act (FASA) succeeded in curement Integrity Act, applies only to
bringing any real order or reason to the law. former federal employees who performed
This paper reviews these laws as they pres- a procurement function, as defined in the
ently exist and attempts to point out where law and its implementing regulation. How-
reform is appropriate, ever, this group could include persons not

Three statutes, each applying to a differ- covered by either of the other two statutes.
ent universe of former federal employees, The Act contains civil, contractual, and ad-
will be discussed in detail. The most encom- ministrative sanctions against both the
passing, applying to all former federal of- former employee and the contractor aiding
ficers and employees, regardless of grade, in the violation of its terms.
is 18 United States Code §208, which pro- There are two other statutes imposing
vides for criminal sanctions against an of- restrictions on retired military officers.
fender. The second, 10 United States Code FASA repealed one, 37 United States Code
§2397b, often referred to as the Revolving §801, the civil selling statute. It denied re-
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tired pay to retired regular officers engag- 18 UNITED STATES CODE §207
ing in selling supplies or war materials to
any DoD agency, the Coast Guard, the This statute applies to all former federal
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin- officers and employees, regardless of rank
istration, or the Public Health Service. For- or grade, and regardless of the nature of
feiture of pay was limited, however, to the their former duties. While there are six sub-
first three years following retirement. The stantive restrictions in the law, only three
second law, 18 United States Code §281, are truly relevant to the vast majority of fed-
the criminal selling statute, imposed a two- eral employees having some association
year ban against any retired officer receiv- with the acquisition process. Two of these
ing any compensation for representing an- apply without regard to rank or grade, and
other in the sale of anything to the govern- the third pertains only to former senior-level
ment through the department from which employees.I The Office of Government Eth-
he or she retired. FASA suspended this stat- ics (OGE) has issued regulations implement-
ute until the end of 1996. Congress seems a ing the law, which are found in 5 Code of
trifle uncertain as to what to do with this Federal Regulations at Parts 2637 and 2641.
legislation, having previously suspended it The law in no way restricts for whom a
from December 1, 1989, until June 1, 1991. former federal employee may work, but it
It's important, therefore, for that unique does limit the nature of what that former
universe of retired officers affected by the federal employee may do on behalf of the
law to be mindful that, as the end of the new employer. Secondly, it is not limited to
suspension period nears, Congress would persons working as employees, but includes
breathe new life into it by doing nothing. independent contractors as well. Addition-

ally, it does not prohibit the former em-
ployee from representing himself in appear-
ances before or communications with the
government.

1 The statute only applies to former officers and employees; it does not apply to former enlisted personnel.

The OGE regulation, of course, does not concern itself with the policy issue as to whether the Department
of Defense should extend this coverage by regulation to enlisted personnel. However, the DoD supple-
ment to the OGE regulation, DoD Directive 5500.7 (August 30, 1993), also known as the Joint Ethics
Regulation (JER), stipulates that certain OGE regulations do apply to enlisted personnel. However, the
regulations listed do not include 5 C.F.R. 2637. This is perhaps an oversight on the part of the DoD,
because one of the included regulations is 5 C.F.R. 2641, implementing the third restriction in 18 U.S.C.
207, which by its terms only applies to senior officers in the grade of 0-7 and above and employees whose
pay is equal to or greater than that for Level V of the Executive Schedule. This creates the interesting
situation of certain legal restrictions being applicable to enlisted personnel and senior-level officers and
DoD civilian employees, but not to all other officers or DoD civilian employees. Furthermore, it only seems
reasonable that DoD, were it to attempt to extend the statutory coverage by regulation to one portion of 18
U.S.C. §207 (implemented by 5 C.F.R. 2641), would attempt to extend it to other portions of the same
statute (as implemented by 5 C.F.R. 2637). Not doing so appears to be an oversight.

Timothy J. Dakin is an assistant professor of contract law and contract management at
the Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Professor
Dakin received his J.D. from the University of Connecticut School of Law at West Hartford
and his LL.M. from the National Law Center of George Washington University in Washing-
ton, D.C.
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The first of the three relevant prohibi- has elapsed, if the same confidential infor-
tions imposes a lifetime bar against a former mation is involved, and if an important fed-
federal officer or employee acting in a rep- eral interest continues to exist. It uses the
resentational capacity, whether formally or example of the government's proposed
informally, in communications with the fed- award of a "follow on" contract to a new
eral government concerning a particular entity six years after original award, using
matter in which the former officer or em- new technology, as being a different mat-
ployee participated personally and substan- ter. Unfortunately, this is not a particularly
tially while a federal employee. Represen- helpful illustration. The more common situ-
tational activities would include appearing ation likely to generate concern would be
before or providing documentation to the that in which the "follow on" contract in-
government in connection with some claim volved the same or similar technology, was
or other proceeding; however, such activi- to be awarded in a period less than six years
ties also include correspondence or tele- following original award, or involved the
phone calls. same contracting parties.

The subject of the representation must In this regard two federal appellate court
be a particular matter and the former em- decisions are instructive. In CACI-Federal
ployee must have participated in this par- v. United States (1983), it was held that a
ticular matter personally and substantially, contract for data processing services,
rather than peripherally. Again, the key is- though broader in scope, different in con-
sues involved in determining questionable cept, and incorporating some services of the
conduct are whether the ex-employee's former contract, was not the same particu-
prior participation was personal and sub- lar matter as the initial contract, even
stantial and involved a particular matter. though charac-
The statute does not define these terms, but terized by the ...note that these
5 C.FR. §2637.201 does. It advises that a lower court as requirents are
particular matter "typically involves a spe- being "essentially cnjoined, implying that
cific proceeding affecting the legal rights of a follow-on" to o particpation
the parties or an isolatable transaction or the type of ser- could be personal but
related set of transactions between identi- vice previously not substantial..
fiable parties." The regulation further states provided. Con-
that rulemaking, legislating and forming versely, in United States v. Medico (1986),
general policy, standards or objectives do the modification of a supply contract for
not entail particular matters. Clearly, a gov- M49A3 60 mm artillery shells (simulta-
ernment contract, a specific matter affect- neously adding to the original an amount
ing the legal rights of identifiable parties, of artillery shells previously awarded to a
would be a particular matter within the defaulted contractor) was the same particu-
OGE definition. lar matter.

The question is frequently posed as to Regarding personal and substantial par-
whether a "follow on" contract, or the ticipation, note that these requirements are
reprocurement of a defaulted contract, is conjoined, implying that one's participation
the same particular matter as the original could be personal but not substantial, or vice
contract. There is no clear rule to be ap- versa, yet not violate the law. OGE advises
plied here. OGE advises that relevant ques- that personal participation is direct, though
tions include whether the same basic facts it would include a subordinate's participa-
are involved, if the issues are related, if the tion directed by the former employee. Sub-
same parties are involved, what time period stantial participation is significant to a par-
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ticular matter, or is perceived to be signifi- In Textron Marine Systems, B-255580.3,
cant. It entails more than simply having of- 94-2 CPD ¶63, an alternate contracting
ficial responsibility for a particular matter officer's technical representative (COTR),
or mere involvement of an administrative participation in drafting a follow-on SOW
nature. Reviewing a matter strictly for com- was determined to be personal but not sub-
pliance with certain administrative controls stantial. He reviewed the training and lo-
or budgetary constraints is not substantial gistics portions of the original contract, up-
participation. One possible guide here is dated it for current requirements, and as-
that the greater the degree of the former sessed the number of training courses re-
employee's discretionary authority concern- quired. However, the SOW was substan-
ing the particular matter, the greater the tially amended following his having left fed-
likelihood of substantial involvement. eral service, his suggestions were relatively

Recent decisions of the General Services minor, and the majority of those suggestions
Board of Contract Appeals and the Comp- were not incorporated into the final version.
troller General provide some insight into The second prohibition under §207 im-
conduct permissible under the law. poses a two-year bar against former employ-
CEXEX, Inc. v. Department of Energy ees acting in a representational capacity in
(1994) involved an agency computer spe- communications with the government con-

cialist who may cerning a particular matter that was under

... §207 imposes a two- have reviewed a their official responsibility in the final year

year bar against former requirements of federal employment. This does not re-

employees acting in a analysis and did quire personal and substantial involvement,
representational assist in drafting although the representation must concern

capacity... a statement of the same particular matter. This prohibition
work (SOW), is directed at the supervisor of the employee

gathering budgetary information, and re- covered by the first prohibition. The stat-
viewing part of a"Request for Support Ser- ute does not define the term "official re-
vices" memorandum forwarding the SOW. sponsibility." The implementing regulation,
He also provided limited assistance in draft- 5 C.E R. 2637.202(b), interprets the term
ing position descriptions for the solicitation rather broadly, suggesting the position de-
package and preparing the initial Agency scription and any delegations of authority
Procurement Request (APR), in which he as starting places in determining one's offi-
was identified as the agency's "technical cial responsibility. The regulation does state
point of contact" (the APR was later that all particular matters under consider-
amended, but he had no role in this revi- ation within an agency are under the "offi-
sion). He also attempted to find two tech- cial responsibility" of the agency head, and
nical evaluators to replace members of the each particular matter is under the respon-
technical evaluation committee. Given all sibility of an intermediate (emphasis sup-
of this, the board found that his participa- plied) supervisor of an employee person-
tion was not personal and substantial; rather ally and substantially involved in that mat-
it was limited to providing statistical data. ter. The higher one is in the supervisory
His review efforts were confined to those chain, then the greater the range of his or
matters in which, because of his position, her "official responsibility," and therefore
he had some expertise. He did not draft or the greater the restriction on one's subse-
review any of the solicitation, had no role quent representational activities. However,
in developing the rating plan, evaluating the regulation carefully excludes those mat-
proposals, or selecting the contractor. ters for which an agency has only ancillary
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responsibility. For example, simply because agency to do so; also, it does not indicate
a contract requires a funding commitment whether such guidance, if followed, would
does not place that contract under the offi- bar subsequent criminal or administrative
cial responsibility of the head of the servic- action against the former employee. The
ing accounting and finance office. DoD supplement

Under either prohibition there must be to the OGE rule, §207 contains no...
some official governmental interest in the called the Joint guidanc as to whether
particular matter. Obviously, the govern- Ethics Regula- certain ations would
ment has an interest in any contract already tion or JER, does violate the law...
awarded or that it contemplates awarding. not address this
The difficulty is in attempting to determine matter directly, although it does require
when its interest has become something each agency ethics counselor to provide
more than merely academic. The regulation advice and counseling to his DoD compo-
requires the government's interest to be nent command's employees on all ethics
direct and substantial, but fails to provide matters. Curiously, it does not specifically
any helpful guidance as to what is compre- extend this responsibility to respond to
hended by that term. former DoD officers or employees.

There is also a general statutory excep- The third relevant prohibition imposes
tion for communications made solely to a one-year ban on certain senior officers and
provide scientific or technological informa- employees engaging in representational
tion. However, the statute specifically lim- activities with their former department or
its this to communications made pursuant agency concerning any matter in which
to departmental procedures, entailing, in- these persons are seeking official action by
ter alia, publication in the Federal Register that department or agency. This restriction
that the particular former officer or em- differs from the two previously discussed in
ployee may engage in such activities. There several respects. It is limited to officers serv-
will be situations where one in good faith ing in the pay grade of 0-7 or above, or ci-
makes a scientific or technological commu- vilian employees whose basic pay equals
nication without the governmental agency that for Level V of the Executive Schedule.
having first complied with the statutorily It is not limited to particular matters that
mandated procedures. However, because these former officers or employees partici-
of these strict requirements, anyone argu- pated in or oversaw. However, it is limited
ing that the exception should nevertheless to communications with one's former de-
apply encounters a considerable burden of partment or agency, and limits the term de-
persuasion. partment or agency to one's former mili-

§207 contains no provision concerning tary department. A retired Army general,
how the former officer or employee might for example, would not violate this provi-
obtain guidance as to whether certain ac- sion by acting in a representational capac-
tions would violate the law, or the legal ef- ity in discussions with the Navy.
fect of such guidance. In rather general 5 C.ER. §2637.212 establishes an ad-
terms, 5 C.F.R. 2637.201(e) provides ministrative enforcement procedure
that"(D)esignated agency ethics officials which permits one's former agency, fol-
should provide advice promptly to former lowing the conduct of a hearing, to im-
Government employees who make inquiry pose certain sanctions against the former
on any matter arising under these regula- employee for having violated the statute.
tions." It merely indicates the agency should Although the Ethics Reform Act (1989)
provide prompt guidance, not requiring the repealed this authority, the regulation has
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not been revised to reflect the change. between this law and 18 U.S.C. §207 is that
the former actually limits for whom the
former employee may work whereas the

1 0 UNITED STATES CODE §2397B latter merely limits the nature of the work
one can perform for the employer. §2397b

This statute is commonly referred to as limits the scope of its coverage to activities
the Revolving Door Statute. It applies only conducted in the final two years of DoD
to certain former military officers in the pay service, ending with one's separation from
grade of 0-4 or above and former DoD ci- service. The employment ban exists for a
vilian employees whose rate of pay is not two-year period from the time one termi-
less than the minimum rate of pay payable nates federal service, although there is an
for grade GS-13 of the General Schedule. available sanction, to be discussed later,
The rationale supporting this curiously which can extend this period.
worded limitation remains a mystery, but Within the already limited group of DoD
the law clearly applies to a former employee officers and employees there are three sub-
in the pay grade GS-12, Step 7. Another groups to which the act pertains. The last
mystery is how the recently imposed geo- one described in the law is the most straight-
graphical cost of living increases affect the forward. That subgroup includes any per-
law's reach. It does not speak in terms of son acting as the primary United States rep-
the "basic rate" of pay for grade GS-13. The resentative in negotiating a DoD con-
advent of geographical cost of living in- tract exceeding $10,000,000 or negotiating
creases can result in extending the law's an unresolved contractor claim in an
coverage. A GS-12, Step 6 in a high-cost amount in excess of $10,000,000.2 No other
area could earn more than a GS-13, Step 1 limitations pertaining to the other two sub-
in a low-cost area. The law does not address groups apply here. The employee is barred
this phenomenon. A second limitation is from receiving compensation from that con-
that a prohibited employer must be a con- tractor for two years after leaving DoD.
tractor who in the preceding fiscal year re- The other two categories concern other-
ceived DoD contracts totaling $10,000,000 wise qualifying former officers or employ-
or more. The law was suspended for the eeswho, on amajorityoftheirworkingdays
same period of time that 18 U.S.C. §281 was in the final two years of DoD service, per-
initially suspended. formed a procurement function. A procure-

Since it is not applicable to all former ment function is defined in the statute to
executive branch employees, OGE has not include any function with respect tO a con-
issued implementing regulations; instead, tract relating to:
the JER does this. Certain former officers
or employees, provided various other crite- (a) the negotiation, award, adminis-
ria are met, are specifically prohibited from tration, or approval of the contract;
receiving compensation from certain gov- (b) the selection of a contractor; (c)
ernment contractors. A basic distinction the approval of changes in the con-

2 The statute specifies that the employee be the primary representative "in the negotiation of a settlement of
an unresolved claim of the contractor in an amount in excess of $10,000,000 under a Department of
Defense contract." It is not clear whether the $10,000,000 limitation applies to the settlement amount or the
claim amount. It would seem as though Congress would have intended the limitation to be on the settle-
ment amount, as that figure obligates the government. However, grammatically, the stronger argument
appears to be otherwise.
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tract; (d) quality assurance, opera- agement Command with a specific duty lo-
tional and developmental testing, the cation physically on-site at a contractor
approval of payment, or auditing plant and possibly persons, assigned to con-
under the contract; or (e) manage- tract administration offices, whose primary
ment of the procurement program. responsibilities are carried out at a specific

contractor plant or site. Since there can only
Note how broadly the term is defined. be one principal location, in the latter case

In theory, someone assigned clerical duties evidence of what that location was would
in support of a source selection is perform- seem to come from one's position descrip-
ing a function under (b) above. The grade tion. If the position description did not state
restrictions would probably eliminate such a specific contractor plant or site as the
a person from the law's coverage, but this employee's principal location, either there
illustrates that this law does not require the would not be a principal location or, if so, it
personal and substantial involvement com- would be somewhere other than the
prehended by 18 U.S.C. §207. The JER pro- contractor's
vides no helpful guidance as to what may plant. Periodic .... it annot be pre-
or may not be a procurement function; it visits in a tempo- sumed that one having
merely repeats the statutory definition. The rary duty status, procrement responsi-
JER is helpful, however, in limiting the term regardless of how bilities performs a
"working days" to those "actually worked, frequent, would procrement funcion
excluding holidays, weekends, sick days, and not bring one on any given working
leave days of the two-year period in ques- within the cover- day.
tion." What remains is the question of age of this provi-
whose responsibility is it to account for what sion. At any rate, persons who do meet all
the officer or employee does on those work- these criteria may not accept compensation
ing days. Obviously, there would be no em- from the particular contractor at whose
ployee log available to establish this, or, plant or site their procurement functions
should an employee maintain such, it would were performed. In addition, employment
probably be unaccountably lost prior to an with that contractor is prohibited not only
enforcement proceeding. The wording of at that site or plant, but at any other site or
the statute implies that one can be assigned plant owned or operated by that contrac-
responsibilities encompassing procurement tor, unless it is clearly not engaged in work
functions and not necessarily be perform- on a DoD contract. The statute defines
ing any of those functions on a daily basis. compensation as any payment or service
In other words, it cannot be presumed that exceeding a market value of $250.
one having procurement responsibilities The final subgroup includes those DoD
performs a procurement function on any employees performing procurement func-
given working day. This is a decided short- tions relating to a major defense system.
coming in the government's ability to en- This seems to apply typically to persons
force §2397b. working in a systems program office, but it

One of the two remaining subgroups in- certainly is not limited to that situation.
clude those performing a procurement func- There are five distinctions between this and
tion at a contractor owned or operated site the subgroup just described. Initially, and
or plant, which is the principal location of this may be attributable to an oversight in
such person's performance of that procure- drafting the legislation, the former category
ment function. This appears to include per- speaks in terms of performing "a procure-
sons assigned to the Defense Contract Man- ment function," whereas this category spe-
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cifically uses the term "procurement func- respect to a defense system makes decisions.
tions," implying that one must be perform- Yet how far into the bowels of the system
ing more than one procurement function per program office Congress intended this re-
day to come within the statute's prohibition. sponsibility to descend is anybody's guess.
That Congress had such an intent is doubt- Can someone delegated authority by a con-
ful, but there is no explanation for the differ- tracting officer have decisionmaking re-
ence in the two provisions, one following di- sponsibility? If so, does that responsibility
rectly after the other in the text of the law. depend on the nature and extent of the au-

Second, this latter provision requires per- thority delegated? Do staff members in-
sonal and substantial participation, some- volved in advising the decision maker have
thing the former provision does not require. decisionmaking responsibilities? Can more

Neither the stat- than one person have decisionmaking re-

It is obviously a limiting ute nor the JER sponsibility for the same decision? Do all

fwtor, but we are left defines the term. members of an award fee committee, for

totally in the dark as to The JER merely example, have decisionmaking responsibil-

how limiting, adopts the OGE ity? The guidance simply is unavailable to
definition in 5 respond to these questions.

C.ER. §2635.402(b)(4). That Code of Fed- Next, this prohibition applies to "a con-
eral Regulations section does not imple- tract for that (weapon) system." The acqui-
ment 18 U.S.C. §207, but rather 18 U.S.C. sition of a major defense system entails a
§208.3 Recall that 5 C.ER. §2637.201(d) myriad of separate contracts entered into
implements 18 U.S.C. §207 by defining during the various phases of research and
the term "participate personally and sub- development, full-scale development, and
stantially." The 5 C.ER. §2635.402 word- production. The system itself encompasses
ing is very similar to, but not precisely the all of its components, spare parts, and sup-
same as, that in 5 C.F.R. §2637.201(d). It port equipment. Any contract to supply
seems more logical for the JER to have hardware or some technical service is a con-
incorporated by reference the definition tract for that system. Yet the prohibition
in 5 C.ER. §2637.201(d). That would assure does not limit itself by its terms to the ac-
DoD officers and employees that the term quisition phase. Any support or mainte-
"personal and substantial" had precisely the nance contract for the already acquired sys-
same meaning under both 18 U.S.C. §207 tem entails "procurement functions relat-
as it does under 10 U.S.C. §2397b. ing to a major defense system." The con-

A third distinction is that the anticipa- tract with which the federal officer or em-
tion must involve "decisionmaking respon- ployee may have been involved is not nec-
sibilities." Unfortunately, neither the stat- essarily, for example, the airframe manu-
ute nor the JER provide any guidance as to facturer. Instead, it could be a contract to
what is meant by this term. It is obviously a support aerospace ground equipment pur-
limiting factor, but we are left totally in the chased as part of the overall system, and it
dark as to how limiting. Certainly a system could be entered into fifteen years after re-
program manager and a contracting officer ceipt of the final airframe under the pro-
have decisionmaking responsibilities, and to duction contract.
some extent everyone assigned duties with Finally, the DoD officer's or employee's

318 U.S.C. §208 concerns itself with conflicting financial interests of current federal employees, not the
activities of former federal employees which may subsequently limit their representational capabilities.
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conduct must involve "contact" with the that a written opinion indicating the law is
contractor. The term "contact" suffers from inapplicable to the submitter's particular
all of the same difficulties associated with situation will serve as a bar to any subse-
"decisionmaking responsibilities." There quent enforcement action. Because some-
simply is no guidance as to how extensive one violating this statute is subject to a civil
Congress intended it to be. Certainly, con- penalty not to exceed $250,000, and any-
tact would seem to include any direct writ- one offering or providing the compensation
ten or oral communication, but does it in- is subject to a $500,000 civil penalty, having
clude, for example, such communication such a written opinion could be viewed as
through others? Further, how much direct the sine qua non of post-DoD employment.
communication is enough to satisfy the Following the law having become effective
statute's prohibitions? Remember the "ma- in 1987, there were many reports of pro-
jority of the person's working days" require- spective employers not being willing even
ment. Is a single contact in the final two- to discuss em-
year period sufficient to trigger a violation ployment possi- ...there were many
of the law, as long as some or all of the other bilities unless the reports of prospective
elements occur on a majority of the person's individual had a employers not being
working days? DAEO opinion, willing even to discuss

This then raises the question of whether The problem lies employment possibili-
all elements of the violation must occur on in the full disclo- ie.
a majority of one's working days, or is it sure requirement.
enough simply to have evidence of one ele- Based on the 30-day time limitation, a
ment per day. The most sensible approach DAEO has to accept the representations
seems to be to view these different elements in the request at face value. If the requester
as a general description of the officer's or has taken certain license with respect to
employee's duties, no one of which has to what his or her duties were in the final two
be performed daily. It would be sufficient years of DoD service, this will not be re-
to show that the general nature of the flected in the DAEO opinion. That opin-
person's position entails these features, and ion is only as valid as the representations
that on a majority of that person's working upon which it is based. Further, the effec-
days, he or she performed work of this na- tiveness of the bar is specifically conditioned
ture. And again, whose responsibility is it on the submitter making full disclosure.
to account for all these factors occurring? Those 30-day letters based upon less than full
Neither the statute nor its implementing disclosure serve as no bar whatsoever; in-
regulation give any hint that this is what stead, what they may create is some false
Congress intended, sense of security for employee and employer.

Another shortcoming stems from the so- It is more than a mere speculation that there
called 30-day letter provision. Subsection exist a considerable number of invalid 30-day
(e) of the statute provides that anyone may letters, given a competitive job market and
request a written opinion as to whether the the natural inclination to make oneself as at-
employment restrictions apply in his or her tractive as possible to a future employer.
case. The request, based upon a complete
disclosure of all relevant information, may
be submitted to the appropriate designated 41 UNITED STATES CODE §423
agency ethics official (DAEO) who is to
respond within 30 days of receipt of the re- This statute, known as the Procurement
quest. The significance of the response is Integrity Act, applies to all federal procure-
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ment officials who solicited or accepted any or perform such other function as may be
promise of future employment from a com- specified in any implementing regulation.
peting contractor during the conduct of any The Federal Acquisition Regulation
agency procurement without having first (FAR), which implements the law, adds two
obtained written permission to do so. It was types of activity: computing requirements
suspended at the same time 18 U.S.C. §281 at an inventory control entry point, and de-
and 10 U.S.C. §2397b were also suspended. veloping procurement or purchase requests.
Unlike 18 U.S.C. §207, applying to all former "Personally and substantially," as defined
employees, and 10 U.S.C. §2397b, applying in FAR §3.104-49(g), tracks almost precisely
only to certain DoD officers and employees the definition in 5 C.F.R. §2637.201(d).
performing specific functions, this statute The conduct of a procurement, within the
applies, regardless of grade or rank, to per- meaning of the law, concludes with contract
sons because of their status as procurement award or modification or cancellation. It
officials, but only "'during the course of any applies following contract award only when
Federal agency procurement." It is key, a modification of the contract is being con-
then, to understanding this law that one templated and then only until execution of
appreciate who procurement officials are that modification. Since the law's obvious
and when an agency procurement is con- emphasis is on the pre-award phase, this
sidered as being conducted. latter application to modifications can be

A procurement official does not even easily overlooked. While the law specifies
have to be a federal agency employee, but when the period ends, Congress was any-
could be a contractor, subcontractor, con- thing but clear about when it began, leav-
sultant, expert, or advisor acting on behalf ing that up to any implementing regulation.
of the agency during the relevant period. FAR §3.104-4(c) indicates the period be-
For example, contractor employees provid- gins on the earliest date "an identifiable,
ing source selection evaluation support ser- specific action is taken for the particular
vices could be procurement officials. As the procurement," but in no event can it pre-
statute defines the term, however, someone date an authorized agency official's decision
having what would generally be regarded "to satisfy a specific agency need or require-

as procurement ment by procurement." There are excep-

Since the law's obvious duties may be a tions. For broad agency announcements
emphasis is on the pre- procurement of- (not further explained) the procurement
award phase... modifi- ficial with respect begins with the Commerce Business Daily
cations can be easily to certain con- publication; for small business innovative
overlooked. tractual actions, (SBIR) programs, the procurement begins

and yet not an of- when a solicitation is released for that SBIR
ficial with respect to other contractual ac- program; for unsolicited proposals, it be-
tions. A procurement official must partici- gins when a general statement of agency
pate "personally and substantially" in one needs is published, when the agency re-
or more of the following activities concern- sponds to an inquiry as to what its needs
ing a particular contractual action: (a) draft may be, or the date of receipt of an unsolic-
the specification; (b) review and approve ited proposal, whichever is the earliest.
the specification; (c) prepare or issue the Merely being a procurement official with
solicitation documents; (d) evaluate bids or respect to a particular contract action does
proposals; (e) select sources; (f) conduct ne- not disqualify one from engaging in discus-
gotiations; (g) review and approve the sions concerning future employment. The
award, modification, or contract extension; law only applies to employment discussions
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with competing contractors. This entails a §207, but it creates a real problem in that it
certain degree of prognostication on the fails to provide the clear line of demarca-
part of the federal employee and others, tion, creating thereby an enforcement prob-
since typically we think of competitors as lem. Presumably, in a civil action alleging a
those entities submitting bids or proposals. violation of the act, the government would
Since the law applies to the period before have to establish when that last personal and
bid opening or receipt of offers, it expands substantial participation occurred. No en-
the traditional definition of a competitor to forcement action would impose this burden
include entities reasonably likely to become on the former procurement official. Just
competitors for either the prime contract, how the government might establish this
or a subcontract under that procurement. date is anyone's guess. Congress would have
Determining whether or not an entity is a been wiser to adopt the separation date to
competing contractor really is a judgment begin the two-year period.
call in the absence of some clear, unequivo- The first two-year limitation prohibits the
cal statement on its part that it has no in- former employee from participating in any
tention of participating in a certain contract- fashion, as a representative for a compet-
ing action. The FAR imposes a duty on both ing contractor, in
the procurement official and the compet- "any negotiations .. the former employe.
ing contractor to verify the other's status leading to award, may not be violating
prior to discussing future employment, modification, or the lawbydiscussing
However, in the context of post-federal extension of the employment with a
employment limitations, the law is only con- contract." This losing Eompetitor.
cerned with actual competitors. wording is in the

Certain restrictions apply once one quali- statute itself. Negotiations leading to a
fies as a procurement official for an agency modification or an extension can only oc-
procurement. These restrictions differ from cur between the government and the incum-
what either 18 U.S.C. 207 or 10 U.S.C. bent contractor. That part of the prohibi-
§2397b impose. Recall that the former does tion would seem to cause no problem. How-
not limit for whom the former federal em- ever, while negotiations between the gov-
ployee may work, only the nature of what ernment and the successful offeror lead to
he or she does as a representative of that contract award, what about those negotia-
employer. The latter actually prohibits the tions between the government and an un-
former federal employee from working for successful offeror? Are they negotiations
certain government contractors. The Pro- also leading to award? Congress probably
curement Integrity Act does not prevent the meant them to be such, but it is a little un-
former procurement official from being clear whether Congress said that. Arguably,
employed by a competing contractor. the former employee may not be violating
Rather, it imposes two 2-year restrictions the law by discussing employment with a
on the nature of what one can do for that losing competitor. From a practical
competing contractor. It is important to standpoint, this sanction only applies to the
understand, however, that the two-year pe- contractor receiving the award.
riod does not begin with the procurement The second limitation pertains following
official's separation from federal service, as award of the contract. The former employee
in 18 U.S.C. §207, but two years from the may not participate personally and substan-
last personal and substantial participation. tially in performing that contract. Pro-
From a practical standpoint, this is a less scribed conduct here differs from that un-
serious restriction than that in 18 U.S.C. der 18 U.S.C. §207 in that one can partici-
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pate personally and substantially on behalf personal and substantial activity as a procure-
of a contractor without engaging in any type ment official occurred less than two years
of representational activities. What is pro- prior to the (c) allegedly improper personal
hibited here is personal and substantial in- and substantial conduct as an employee or
volvement on behalf of the contractor after representative of the competing contractor.
having already participated personally and The available administrative remedies
substantially in the conduct of the same con- are also limited to actions against the com-
tractual action on behalf of the government. peting contractor. The statute specifically
Again, the sanction only has practical effect authorizes the agency to initiate suspension
on the successful competing contractor. and to consider debarment. Those actions

The Procurement Integrity Act is a highly are relatively straightforward. The statute
complex piece of legislation, various parts also states that where a contract has not
of which may by enforced by contractual been awarded, the agency shall determine
penalties under subsection (g), administra- "whether to terminate the procurement."
tive actions under subsection (h), civil pen- Congress' choice of words here is unfortu-
alties under subsection (i), and criminal nate. The word "terminate" in government
penalties under subsection (j). Criminal contracting refers to certain remedies avail-

penalties may be able to the government once a contract has
s oie imposed only for already been awarded. It is a word of art.

Congress' choie disclosing propri- What Congress probably meant, in terms
Sof words here is
unfortunate. etary data to a familiar to those engaged in government

competing con- contracting, was to cancel the procurement

tractor, a matter or resolicit. The statute also indicates that
not relevant here. Contractual remedies voiding or rescinding the contract may be
available to the government, including de- appropriate.
nial of some or all profit under the awarded The law contains a "30-day Letter" au-
contract and termination for default, apply thority similar to that in 10 U.S.C. §2397b,
where the procurement official either so- permitting a federal employee or former
licits or accepts a gratuity from a compet- employee to obtain a written opinion, to be
ing contractor, engages in employment dis- provided within 30 days of the request, from
cussions with a competing contractor, or a DAEO concerning the law's applicability
provides proprietary data to a competing to the requester's circumstances. However,
contractor. These likewise do not apply to unlike the 10 U.S.C. §2397b written opin-
the situation in which the procurement of- ion, an opinion rendered pursuant to the
ficial goes to work for a competing contrac- Procurement Integrity Act does not serve
tor. as a bar to future government enforcement

Civil remedies are available against both action. One has to wonder why the written
the former federal procurement official and opinion in the one case should have greater
the competing contractor using his or her validity than in the other. The difference
services. A civil penalty of no more than can only serve to mislead those affected by
$100,000 may be imposed on the individual, the Procurement Integrity Act into believ-
and no more than $1,000,000 on the com- ing their written opinions have the same
peting contractor. This is really the only legal effect as those issued pursuant to the
sanction against the individual. It requires Revolving Door Statute. In all fairness the
the government to establish, by a prepon- two provisions should be consistent, either
derance of the evidence, that the individual barring or not barring subsequent enforce-
was (a) a procurement official, (b) whose last ment action.
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REFORM resent, aid, or assist anyone other than the
United States concerning that procurement

The Section 800 Panel, commissioned by for one-year after leaving federal service.
the FY91 National Defense Authorization 18 U.S.C. §207 does not presently prohibit
Act, conducted an extensive review of the such conduct, and the Revolving Door Stat-
federal statutes governing conflicts of inter- ute and the Procurement Integrity Act only
est. It recommended that 10 U.S.C 2397b limit such conduct on the part of a small
be repealed in its entirety, concluding the number of persons.
administrative burden on DoD far out- Many of the Section 800 panel recom-
weighed any benefit. The panel further rec- mendations were incorporated into S1387,
ommended that 41 U.S.C. §423(f), impos- known originally as the Federal Streamlin-
ing the post-federal employment restric- ing Act of 1993, introduced by Senator John
tions, also be repealed. Instead, the panel Glenn (Ohio). However, FASA contains
proposed an amendment to 18 U.S.C. §207 none of the three recommendations men-
restricting the former employee's use of tioned directly above. The Glenn Bill rep-
nonpublic information. Specifically, the resented the best opportunity to take ad-
panel recommended that a former em- vantage of the Section 800 panel's work.
ployee, meeting the personal and substan- Congress has indicated it will again consider
tial test in the statute with respect to a pro- conflicts of interest legislation during the
curement within the final year of his or her present session. Yet, without the past mo-
public service, and having had access to in- mentum for reform, we seem destined to
formation concerning that procurement live with this mass of confusing, inconsis-
exempt from public disclosure under the tent legislation for some time to come.
Freedom of Information Act, could not rep-
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